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Faculty Senate recommends University consider domestic partner benefits!
.--------------:::=~------.,

LauraCasb
News Editor

Call of Fame

Faculty Senate voted 16- 6 Tuesday requesting Murray
State to consider a policy recognizing domestic partners
of University employees in University benefits.
The proposed resolution came from Kevin Binfield,
Professor of English and philosophy.
"Whereas Murray State University asserts in its nondiscrimination statement that it doe:; not discriminate in
the basis of sexual orientation ... be it resolved that the
Faculty Senate of Murray State University requests that
the University develop and implement a policy to offer
benefits to domestic partners of University employees,"
the resolution stated.
Binfield said he inquired about the proper term to use
in the resolution, and after a few references, he decided
to use the term "domestic partners."
"It refers generally to people who have entered into
long-term committed relationships comparable in duration and commitment to marriage," be said.
Although this resolution demonstrates the interest of
Faculty Senate members on the issue, Binfield said the
passing of it indicate that the University will implement
a policy regarding it.
"This is just asking that the University discuss and
begin to implement a policy," he said. "It's up to the Uni·
versity what the University does."
He expressed his uncertainty about the resolution
passing but he said he is pleased with the reaction from
Faculty Senate. He said he is remaining practical with his
expectations. One of the largest drawbacks is the cost,
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Kevin Blnfleld. Professor of Enc}Hsh. presentsa resolution concemlnQ domestic partner benefits to Faculty Senate Tuesday.
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Following a national trend of
financial woes. the Student Government
Association
bas
endured a challenging year after
losses incurred following the
Maroon 5 concert.
Jeanie Morgan, coordinator
for student activities and SGA
adviser, said the unfortunate
result of poor turnout demonstrates the importance of atten1 dance at campus events.
"Our main goal is to bring
entertainment to campus that
students want," Morgan said.

"You are not ever going to get
one concert or one entertainment that all students will like,
but when we do bring in concerts, which are always very
expensive, it's important that
they are supported by the students."
Morgan said SGA's limited
budget for concerts requires
adequate ticket sales to make up
the difference to pay for larger
acts.
"Our budget for concerts is
$20,000," Morgan said. "Anybody that knows anything about
music knows that you can't get
any group for $20,000 that are
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famous and what students want,
so therefore you have to count
on ticket sales to make up the
money for payment. If people do
not come, we lose money and we
cannot bring other entertainment because we do not have
the money to bring it...
The cost of booking Maroon S
cannot be disclosed per contractual agreement, Morgan said.
The majority of SGA's funding
is state allocated, but a portion
comes from student activity
fees, Morgan said.
"We get $176,050," she said.
"Out of that, we have all of our
SGA scholarships and wages,
and that comes to about $40,000.
Then we break it down into the
Campus Activities Board, and
they get $UO,OOO. Concerts get
$20,000, Homecoming gets
$l3,000,lectures get $15,000."
SGA President Kara Mantooth
said while she agrees the turnout
was far less than expected,

SGA's money problems cannot
be nttributed only to the concert.
"We can't blame (money
problems)
completely
on
Maroon 5," Mantooth said.
"That's just a risk you take when
you're relying on ticket sales."
Mantooth said SGA and CAB
work to bring popular acts to
campus. but they also organize
several other events that are free
to students.
"We bring a lot of smaller acts.
like Green River Ordinance,
things that are free for students,"
Mantooth said. "We understand
college students don't have a lot
of money, so we can't expect
them to pay for everything. With
the bigger acts, we are giving
students thl~ opportunity to go to
concerts they may not usually be
able to attend."
Larger concerts are generally
the only SGA/ CAR-organized
events for which students have
to pay, Morgan said.

"We're very, very fortunate :
that we do not charge students, :
except for concerts," Morgan :
said. "We do all of the lectures. :
We have fun things called inno- ~
vat ive acts in some of the build- !
ings. We don't ever charge for :
th~e, but we need the support :
of the students on the large concerts. We also have student discounts for all the concerts."
Morgan said SGA has already
lined up three speakers for next
year. Tom's Shoes founder Blake
Mycoskie, will speak Sept. 14,
Olympic athlete Jackie JoynerKersee will speak Oct. 21 and
PostSecret founder Frank War·
reo will speak March I. These
events are free for students.
''We like to hope that students
will come to everything because
it makes you well-rounded,"
Morgan said. "And that's what
college is - being well-rounded."
Contact Akers at crystal.
akers@murraystatc.edu.
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"It would be, first of all, that many people at Murray :
State which currently do not enjoy full family benefits :
within their domestic relations would have more money :
in their pockets, that would have more access to health :
care," he said. "They would have greater options for pen- ·
sions."
·
But the benefits would not end with just faculty and ~
staff, he said.
...
"The benefit to the Universit}' itself is that we would :
be able to compete with universities that do offer domes-~
tic partner benefits in hiring employees," Binfield said.:
"h would help us to overcome perceptions that we arc.!
parochial :md isolated."
..
The resolution will need to be evaluated by the insur-..
ancc and benefits committee and the office of finance nnd ~
administrative services to get an estimate of the cost to~
include domestic partners, Binfield said.
~
University President Randy Dunn said he expected the~
insurance and benefits committee would send a recom-!
mendation to Faculty Senate.
:
"(The inclusion of domestic partners) docs get to be a:
recruiting issue, and anything we can do in far west Ken::
tucky to help draw professional staff and faculty to the:
Unh•ersity is he.lpful," Dunn said. "It's probably some-:
what a surprise it hasn't been introduced untU now."
,.
Four public Kentucky universities include domestic:
partners of University employees in University benefits: :
Northern Kentucky University. University of Kentucky. :
University of Louisville and Western Kentucky Universi- :
ty. The latter recently this decision of inclusion last Frl-;
day.
:
Contact Cash at laura. cash@murraystate.cdu.
~

~

With the April 19 SGA elections
approaching, two candidates may rest easier as they campaign uncontested for presWflfd ··, ONIINf
ident and vice president. This will mark
• Full print edition
the first election since 2000 where top offi• Sports Recaps
cer applicants have run without opposi• Video: AII·Campus · tion.
Students can still apply for open posising groups prepare·
tions but will not be Jncluded on the ballot.
for the big day
Students can vote on RacerNet from 9 a.m.
• Poll: How will you
April 19 to 9 a.m. April 21.
celebrate Earth Day?
Contact Akers at crystal. akers
@murraystate.edu.
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but Binfield said be thinks the benefits would outweigh
the disadvantages.

I Concert spending drnins SGA funds

Media Review
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Kirby O'Donoghue, senior from Westview, Ky., and Alex
Kursave, junior from Paducah. Ky.. are the
sole candidates for the president and vice
president positions, respectively.
O'Donoghue said she looks forward to
building on her SGA experience in the role of
president.
"I believe my experience in SGA thus far
will provide a foundation for what lies
ahead," O'Donoghue said. "1 look forward to
Kirby
representing the students of MSU and taking
action on matters that are significant to the O'Donoghue
student body. The success of this organization will exist through a collaboration of all members, and 1
look forward to a year ahead with the entire SGA and Executive

Council. The vision of SGA can only be created through the
investment of each member, and I'm ~xcited
to see what we all set forth as the guiding
goals for the upcoming school year."
SGA's vice president also serves as the
president of the Campus Activities Board.
Kursave said his prior work with CAB will
enhance his abilities as SGA vice president.
"I want to be able to help th~ CAB chairs
host great events for the students at Murray
State," Kursave said. "I have been on CAB
Alex
the pa.st ,two years, and I know how the board
Kursave
works, so I will help out where I am needed
in order to see student involvement increase in our activities."

Senator at Large

Treasurer

Secretary

Twelve students are competing for one
of eight available senator at large positions. Those running are Alex Adams,
Ellen Allen, Zachary Dintelmann, Claire
Dunlap, Kaylyn Evans. Michael Shepard,
Dylan Gerlach, Tyler Haida, Liz Harris,
Hannah Shaffer, Chris Smalley and
Charles Wentling.
Three positions are available for each
college. Students may only vote for representatives in the college of which they are
a member.
Robin Ezell, Adam Peebles and Aaron
Turner are running in the College of :Business. Elizabeth Reynolds, Bethany Underwood and Kayla Keeling are running in the
College of Education. Hope Dean, Allison
Theobald, Ellen Meranda and Karolyn
Maestas are running in the College of
Health Science and Human Services.
Devan Buckhalter, Brooke Borders, Erin
Bchbehani, Rebecca Raj, Cara Bohrman
and Miranda Sexton are running in the
College of Science, Engineering and Technology. Trent Murdock is the only candidate in the College of Agriculture.

Sooyeon Kim, junior from Seoul, South
Korea and Kent Willett, junior from Newburgh. Ind., are competing
for the treasurer position.
Kim said she has experience as a member of various
campus organizations, which
is beneficial as treasurer.
"With my leadership skills
and diverse experiences, I
wish to put my energy and
effort into creating a healthy,
Sooyeon
fun and energetic environKim
ment for MSU students and
helping enrich their collegiate experiences."
Willett said his prior experience as a treasurer makes
him more qualified to serve.
"I have experience with being
a treasurer for my social fraternity and my work experience the last two summers at Kent Willett
a bank back in Newburgh,"
Willett said. "That is why I would be a better
choice for treasurer."

Cameron Gish, Junior from Owensboro, Ky. and Alex Green, sophomore
from Mayfield, Ky.,
are vying for the
position of secretary.
Gish said if elected secretary, he will
strive to be a good
representative for
the diverse campus
population.
Cameron
"While at Murray
• h
State, I have had the
GIS
pleasure of meeting students from
many different backgrounds, majors
and hometowns," Gish said. 'The
opportunity to represent these students on a University-wide level is a
huge responsibility, but a great honor.
Having a diverse group of constituents that. feel comfortable bringing concerns, issues and ideas to SGA
is necessary for success in this position, and I feel comfortable assuming
that role for the students of Murray

State."
Green, an SGA senator from the
College of Health
Science and Human
Services, said he
vows to maintain
open communication with students.
"I believe I am the
right man for the
job," Green said. "I
am able to assure the Alex Green
student body th;~t I
will make secretary a top priority and
be devoted to the office. I am willing
to invest my time so that I can be the
liaison between students and student
organizations and guarantee their
representation In the workings of student government. As ... senator,l have
grown to love MSU and student government and cannot wait for the student body to support me in this election. I just want everyone to keep one
things in mind come April 19 - Go
Green!"

News Editor: Laura Cash
Assistant News Editor: Crystal Akers
Phone: 809-4468
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This week
Coming Up

•Noaa Faculty author Steve .SCJlDei·

•Aprlll9-23 Scholar's Week

dennan book signing; University
Store
•12:30 p.m. Self-defe~ class: Carr
Health second floor dance studio,

$2.50
•S p.m. RCA:- CPtri$ Center Ohio
Room; open to the public

F1le Phoro

Saturday
•7:30 p.m. Miss MSU Scholarship Pageant;
Lovett Auditorium, $5, $3 with Racercard

Men's tennis vs. UT Martin:

...-n.~~.n T~lUU$

Courts, free

11reds vs. Univet"sity of EvansR~ Field. free
CAB matins: Curris Center
T~IUlellsee R®m; o~n to tbe public
p.m. Murray State String Orchestra
1-co:Qeelrt: Price Doyle Fine Arts Center
{"'fomllJDI Arts H.a1l. free
Brass Chamber Music:
.~rmEdair Ar

Doyle Fine Arts Center
Hall,. !tee

1( you would like an
event to appear in the
This Week section, ftll
out a form in the Murray
State News office at lll
Wilson Hall. fax to 8093175 or e-mail information
to
thcnews@murraystatc.cdu.
Please submit events
by noon on Wednesdays. We cannot guarantee all items received
wilt be published.

File Photo

~Police

Beat

April I
2:02 a.m. A dispatcher
requested an officer check an
individual in the Mall Area
who was observed trying to
pull up a bench in front of
Carr Health. An officer located the individual and took an
information report.
10:01 a.m. Officers arrested
Thomas Royster, graduate
student from Murray, on a
warrant from Caldwell County.
7-57 p.m. A caller requested
officers check on loud music
in the area of the residential
college circle north of Hart
College. An officer located
~the group and requested the
music be turned off.

·April2

•
, 9-59 a.m. Following an investi' gation, officers served a sum:
mons to James Turner, freshman from J>oseyville, Ind., for

theft by unlawful taking
under $500.
10:09 a.m. offi~·ers arrested
fason Taylor, sophomore
from Dover, Tenn., for complicity to commit theft over
$500 and complicity to commit theft under $500.
10'31 a.m. A caller reported a
dog not on a leash inside Roy
Stewart Stadium. An officer
responded, but found no dog
on arrival.

April3
1;08 a.m. A caller reported
beer bottles strewn around
the James Richmond and Lee
Clark College yard. Central
Plant was notified.
2:42 a.m. Officers reported an
individual on the lower ledge
of the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center. The individual was
OK. He was released to his
friends who were staying offcampus.
3:30 p.m. Officers received a
report of an individual with a
head injury walking across
the Intramural Field. Emer-

gency Medical Services was
notified. They responded and
transported the individual to
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital. An officer took an
information report.

April4
S:18 p.m. Officers received a
report that the flag on top of
Elizabeth College had come
loose and needed to be fixed.
Central Plant was notified.
6:46 p.m. Central Plant
received a fire alarm from
White College and notified
Public Safety. The residence
director was called and
informed that a fourth floor
smoke alarm was activated
due to smoke from a kitchen. ·
There was no fire.
10:44 p.m. Officer found a car
parked sideways in :the Blackburn Science Building drive,
blocking traffic. An officer
issued a citation and contacted Burl's to tow the vehicle.

AprilS
3:47 a.m. A caller from Jesse

D. Jones Hall requested to
speak to an officer about a
possible theft. An officer took
a report for theft by unlawful
taking over $5<~0.
4:42 p.m. A caller from the
Business Building parking lot
reported a vehicle parked too
close to his own. prohibiting
the caller from entering his
vehicle. An officer responded
and assisted the individual
into his vehicle.
ll:2S p.m. A caller from Hart
College requested an officer
speak to a group of loud Individuals. An officer located the
group and requested they
keep the noise down.

April6
7:0S a.m. A caller from Wells
Hall reported a dog in the
l:ouilding. An officer located
the dog and returned it to its
owner.
7:52a.m. An officer reported a
Hamilton Avenue port-a-john
had been knocked over. The
owner was contacted and the
message relayed.

April3
2:28 a.m. A calt.r reponed an
intoxicated person running
through campus. The caller followed the Intoxicated Individual
until officers arrived.

1:40 p.m. A cnllcr frc.1m Faculty Hall reqm·stcd to speak to
an officer about pus:.iblt:
harassment. An officer took
an information report.

April7
8:57 a.m. An individual
requested to speak to an officer concerning another individual entering their 300
block College Courts apartment without permission. An
tlfficer tuo1< an information
report.
9:03 a.m. An individual fwrn
Sparks- Hall requested to
speak to an officer concerning

possible harassment. An officer took an information
report.
$:19 p.m. A caller from the
William "Bill" Cherry Expo
Center requested extrn patrol
in the late afternoon for skateho:Jrders in the parking lot.
On·duty officers were notified.
Motorist assists - 0
Racer escorts - 0
Arrests· 2
A ssiswnc

News

F.ditor

Cryst.1l Akers compill'S Jlolicc

Bt'l!t '!1-1/th matcri:lls pnwided
b)' J'uhlic 'Safety, Not all dispatched calls are listed.

ATTENTION SENIORS!! learn something new everyday!
The Spring Senior Breakfast will be held
Thursday, April 29 at 8 a.m. in the Curris
Center Ballroom. Seniors and graduate
students who are graduating in May or August
2010 are invited to the breakfast free of charge:

Students should RSVP to the Office of
Student Affairs no later than
Thursday, April 22
studentaffairs@murraystate.edu
Faculty and staff may purchase tickets for $5
from their department secretary or the Office of
Student Affairs. For more information
contact the office at 809-6831 .

guess
most Murray State Students Make Healthy Decisions
96% eat one or more fruits and vegetables per day
69% exercise vigorously for 20 - 30 minutes one or more days per week
59e;o get enough sleep to feel rested In the morning- at least 3 or more times
per week
78% use alcohol only 0 - 3 times per month

The News
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University voted 'most civic'
Meredith Freeland
Staff writer
The University may have retired ''Kentucky's Public Ivy" fur a
new brand, but recent light shed on the University has made oth·
crs n11npare.
An article at Foxnews.com details Murray State's academic
excellence in civic learning against Cornell University's program in Ithaca. N.Y.. stating that when it comes to promoting
learning, "Murray State leaves Cornell in the dust."
In civic learning, which involves advanced. knowledge of
America's history, texts and political institutions and figures,
Murray State scored 15 percentage points higher than Cornell.
This gap that speaks highly of our students and the quality of our
institution. Don Robertson, vkc president for students affairs,
said.
"P;ut of Murray State's goal is to create a well-rounded and
infotmed individual," he said. "A better appreciation of history,
current events, what is going on in society prepares students in
interviews, in the job market and graduate studies."
Robertson said professors and University officials excel in
teaching American history not only In the classroom, but also in
extracurricular events like the Presidential Lecture Series.
Gina Winchester, executive director of regional stewardship
and outreach, said the University ranks among the best academ·
kallr and socially.
"We offer high quality, accredited programs taught by some of
thl• most knowledgeable faculty nnd staff in their chosen fields,"
she said. "In adilition to the classroom, students. who attend this
institution get a wealth of experiences through a variety of activ·
itics such :-ts practicums, internships. cooperative education, service learning, residential colleges, social societies. work study
and study abroad."
By offering these experiences, the University trains versatile
and educated graduates, she said.
"When I was assistant director of career services we had
.employers from all over the country recruiting our students
because of these qualities," she said. "Our national rankings and
the Fox News story reinforce this."
Not only does Murray State have an excellent staff infusing
historical values into the curriculum, the University also offers
the largest American Humanics program in the country.

Courtney Crain/The

News

Volunteers pack paper bags with food at Need line. ThisIs the type of volunteerlsm Murray State has demonstrated through civic learning to receive
the title of most civic university.
Bob Long. professor of nonprofit leadership snid the combined
area nonprofit organlutions as recognition for their work with·
quality of Murray State students, youth and faculty who lead and
teach around the principles of service learning and the history of
institutional commitment to innovative programming have
always made Murray State an example of excellence.
Graduates from the youth and nonprofit leadership program
ar c called upon to lead organizations. Long said. They leave
campus prepared with strong academic experiences and rich
portfolios, he said.
He cited the recent "Giving Back" banquet within the YNL
p rogram. During the banquet, 12 $1,000 checks were given to

in the community. Students from the department received grants
for the thecks and then selected the organizations to receive
them.
"We seldom know how great our work is when it happens in
our hometowns," Long said. "It sometimes takes a more distant
view or comparative perspective in order to truly appreciate
how distinctive nur work really is."
Said Long: "I am confident in saying that this is one of the very
best programs of this type in the United States and beyond.''
Contact Freeland at mfreelandl@murraystntc.edu.

Faculty, staff take advantage of Health Services
Nick Reside
Staff writer

llealth Services implement·
ed a change in policy in Janu:.ry when it allowed faculty
-~
and staff to receive the same
services offered to students.
:r: I
.
judy Lyle, st:iff nurse and
hc<1lth l'ducator, said Health
Services currently sees nbout
four to five faculty or staff ....________
Judy Lyle
members each day.
"It's not a huge number, but Staff nurse and
on the ot~cr hand 1 think as health educator
word gets out, as people sec
that this is a :viable thing for them, l think we'll
be seeing some more," she said.
According to Health Services' Web site, it
offers blood pressure checks, first aid, health
edul:ntion, various laboratory services and
more. 'l'hese services arc covered by the manda-

r~.·

~
I

'

'

tory activities fee for students. faculty and staff.
Human Resources and Health Services began
discussing providing health services to faculty
and staff in july of 2009, Lyle said.
"This is a way for the University to p rovide a
little extra benefit for the employee, but also to
save some money, for both the employee and the
university," Lyle said.
She said offering this service to faculty and
staff sav<.•s them from taking time off to sec a
physician, and therefore is mutually bcn cfici:~ l
to a ll parties involved.
"We want people to use the service," she said.
"We want people to recognize that this is'' good
starting place. If we can't take care of it, we're
still a good .starting place because then we're
knowledgeable about resources that are available in the community and then can get you to
those resources."
Human Resources was responsible for educat·
ing faculty and staff on the policy change, but
Lyle said not everyone has been notified.

[I

Lyle said she has been updating Health Service's Web site to "reflect more of a communitybased service rather than just a student-based
service."
"I'm sure that there arc some people on campus that don't know that they can use the service, just like there are some students that go
four years and don't know we exist," Lyle said.
"That happens, unrortunately."
Riad Attar, professor of government, law and
international affairs was one faculty member
unaware of t he new Health Services policy
change.
He said be might make usc of the service in
the future.
Even those aware of the service may choose
not to attend, Susan Drake, assistant professor
of Spanish, said.
"T don't go to the doctor that often," she said.
"I suppose if I'm sick, I'm not on campus, so 1
wouldn't go.''
Kathy Callahan, assistant professor of history,

*!~h
~o~~~utn
------------

said she is pleased with the change in policy,
even though she hasn't visited yet.
"The University and the benefits package sent
information out that employees could go to
Health Services.
"I haven't bad the opportunity to do that
because my illnesses haven't taken me there. I
think it's really convenient and it would be hard
to argue with the proximity of the service. It's a
terrific opportunity."
Lyle said she is pleased Health Services now
assists facu lty and staff, but would like to see the
office expand not only in services but in health
education.
"I'd love to have enough staff that we could
have an all-encompassing health education program, rather than just one person doing health
education, because there's so many opportuni·
ties to provide information to the community,"
she said.
Contact Reside at nicholas.rcsidc@
murraystate.edu.
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Our view

Benefits vote
•
movesusm
right direction

on

Goal No. 1: Develo a list of goals
At; A

MOD£P..N,

~O~'Q.'E.SS \V£.

\NS'Tl\U\\_ON, v.)r;::

AT M\JQ.Q.Ay STA"T£

The staff editorial is the majority
opinion of the editorial board of
The Murray State News.
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This week, Murray State's
Faculty Senate voted to consider
allowing University employees'
domestic partners access to the
employees' benefits. This means
the University will research
allowing these benefits. That's all,
but it's an encouraging step.
Domestic partnerships are a
hot-button issue. Point by point,
let's examine the opposition and
then its solutions.
Critique: People may take
advantage of the loose "partnership" language and try to get benefits for something who is not
really their domestic partner.
Solution: It's true; just as some
people may secure temporary
marriages to get into the country,
others could have the opportunity
to abuse their rights. If domestic
partner benefits are approved
here, the language should be tightened and loopholes eliminated.
We can't assume someone will . ~
exploit the system, but we'd be
naive to think no one would try.
Critique: "Domestic partnership" is another name for a samesex couple, so it's just a masked
ploy for more gay rights.
Solution: Make no mistake, this
is not an issue about same-sex
co!lples. Domestic partnerships
involve straight couples, too, and
maybe even more. So, those interested in playing that card here
should consider re-strategizing.
Critique: Domestic partnerships
are not recognized by the state
because they are not valid like a
marriage.
Solution: It's the 21st century.
Millions more unmarried people
are living together now than even
three decades ago, so understand
that is not a fad. Plus, if those couples can adopt a child, why not be
entitled to each other's benefits?
Critique: Domestic partnerships
violate America's Christian foundations and shouldn't be allowed.
Solution: Religious convictions
are fine, but what causes conflict
is when multiple faiths (or lack
of) cannot reconcile their individual doctrines. No person will ever
be fully satisfied by the law in
terms of his or her own religious
beliefs, so wouldn't it be better to
be fair to all?
Consider this: The first American settlers journeyed here not
because they thought a 3,000mile, multi-month boat trip would
be a thrill. They came here as outcasts, persecuted for their beliefs.
They fled a government trying to
impose its religious beliefs on
everyone. This country was
founded by exiles, and now we're
turning around and persecuting
our own people.
History books were written for a
reason: To study the past and not
repeat its mistakes.
Think of your own relatives or
loved ones. If they were in this situation, would you want to step on
their liberties? Most likely, that
answer will be a heartfelt "no."
The News asks those involved
in researching this issue to consider the facts but also search
their hearts. Compassion goes further than you'd think. Let's
remember that above all, we're all
human, and we're all equaL
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Reforming politics: How religion should be left to the side
Liberty.
It's one of
the
three
m a j o r
inalienable
rights mentioned
in
the Declaration oflndependence.
Some say
Charles
it"s a GodWentling
given right,
Senior from
but who is
Louisville, Ky.
God? Is it
the loving
God of the layman American. or
the jealous and fear-inducing God
of the Religious Right? Totalitarianism, nco-fascism, dominionism.
authoritarianism and theocracy:
These are all what the Religious
Right want for us if we continue
to not fight for our liberties.
Of those liberties are the freedom of religion and freedom from
religion. The Establishment
Clause makes it quite clear that
church and state are never to
interfere with each other. But the
Religious Right, in their complete
oblivion from reality. have other
plans. Glenn Beck for example
has said numerous times that the
wall should be tom down, as if
God will help improve our American situation. Historically speaking. it is only secular societies

that maintain the greatest amount
of peace. They say we're "One
Nation Under God," "In God We
Trust" or "we're a Christian
nation." None of this is true.
If we're a nation under God's
domain, that God must be
descnbed over-simplistically as a
tyrant. The God that the Religious
Right created bates homosexuals,
among other things.
Take the recent cancellation of
the ltawamba Agricultural High
School prom. This cancellation
didn't occur due to a lack of a DJ,
or the absence of participants. It
was due to a couple of administrators' strong convictions to six
verses in an ancient collection of
books comprising the Bible.
Worse yet, these six verses seem
to trump any sort of message of
peace brought by the Bible's most
popular character, Jesus.
These supporters of the God
who hates homosexuals. these
Christian . fundamentalists, who
opposed any acceptance of Constance McMillen's sexual preference are by their own definition,
anti-christian. Never mind that
the verses aren't even promoted
in their proper historical perspective; these fundamentalists do not
like homosexuality. It haunts
them. It disgusts them. And yet,
homosexuality is just another part
of nature.

-.t.,. ...

Homosexuality is not going to
go away because of an amendment that was almost passed in
George W. Bush's presidency. It's
not going to go away by slandering that homosexuality is a chosen lifestyle that is an act of rebel·
lion. Studies show the lower tile
IQ.one bas, the more homophobic
they tend to be. When are we
going to reach the point where we
can go to church, return home
and verifY whether or not what
our church has to say on a given
subject bas any science to support
it? There is only scientific support
that homosexuality is not a
lifestyle; like heterosexuality, it's
an orientation you're born with.
There's no "cure"; there never
will be.
It is not your or my place to say
homosexuals should not have
equality. We're a nation that follows the rule of law, not foreign
support. God bas no place in our
politics. If you desire to evangelize, there's a private sector for
that. To say God rules over the
country is to give in to theocracy.
Theocracies have no room for liberty. Look at Iran or Saudi Arabia.
They're countries ruled by religion. yet the crime for apostasy is
death. What kind of peace is that?
It comes down to each individual, each American. to stop the
treason of the Religious Right.
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What is your favorite part of Murray
State's annual All-Campus Sing?

"'The community comes together to
watch fellow students."
Claire Voelker • O'Fallon, Ill.
sophomore
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"(Siqma Phi Epsilon's) performance.
(Last year) I liked their bright green
recycle outfits!"
Kelsey Frank· Belleville, Ill.
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Remember, each individual of
the Religious Right bas the same
amount of voting power as you
and I do. As Americans, we do not
wish to outlaw this blatant hostility, this blatant irrationality. We
wish to challense this hypocrisy.
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MSU Web site too rough
there Lo be found, time to adjust isn't
really going to help anyone.
I see that there is a link to the old
website, but with many of those links
broken, it is a pointless exercise to
even go to the page.
I noticed a quote in the Web site article by Laura Cash in the April2 issue of

Firstly I want to
apologize to anyone that mar find
anything I have to
say offensive.
That is not my
intent by any
means.
I would just like
--""" to say that I . am
very dissatisfied
Raye
with the new
Fleming
Murray
State
Senior from
homepage.
Richmond. Va.
My first impression of the Web
site is great, but that is only a visual
thing.
Visuals can not replace function and
leave people satisfied.
I wish the colors stayed true to Murray State colors and not the random
black, purple and gold.
When you scroll to the bottom of the
page, you have every link known to
man cluttering the page.
What is the point of putting the links
in categories if you are just going to list
everything anyway?
When you click on the main links at
the top of the page. you experience the
frustration of not being able easily navigatc or find things that were easily
found in the old Web site.
I understand that there is a period of
adjustment, but if the links are not

The News.
University Vice President for Communications, Publications and Printing
Catherine Sivills said, "We're drawing
people to (the Web site) to apply or
donate, not to check e-mail or pay a
bill."
I feel that if that was the point of the
Web site, maybe a separate donation
Web page should have been created.
Sivills said that projects like this arc
constantly evolving.
l think student and faculty opinion
should be taken seriously into account.
The Web page should evolve into
something more functional and pleasing to past, present and future Murray
State students and faculty.

By the numbers
Topic: Health care reform
in the U.S.
It's been bubbling for years but got its first big
push in the 2008 presidential election. Now, the
health care debate has reached its boilir:tg point,
spilling over with countless protests, angry
town hall meetings, recanted statements and
new political "parties."
For better or worse, President Obama signed a
massive health care bill into law last week.
overhauling almost five decades of.standard
health care. But will the new laws end up
helping or harming Americans?
Voters at thenews.org mirrored the nation's
collectively split opinion:

Help
(66%)*

Harm
(34%).

• All rnults liS Q(n()t)ll Tl:Jtmlday:
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letters • letters • letters • letters

/etm to ·-

sequlns
over Simon: "Dancing

With

the

Stars"

bumped "American
Idol" in last week's

What's on
your mind?

Nielsen ratings.
]etJn to - Kate Gosselin for still being

on "Dancing With
the Stars.'' How'd
she even get on
there at aU?!!

~

You can't find a summer job.
Or an internship. Or anything.
What now?

Wla:l
~
_ Mattei
a~uu...~Cbeersto

Duke. Butler. So many
emotions. Too little ttme.

IMI't dolls and finally

I

•

The University may switch up
meal plans - again. Thoughts
and/or suggestions?

Send a letter
to mWilson Hat or

thenewstnwrraysate.edu
todayt

:~

M..en"

I""""

MESS has a contest going to

find new ideas for green pro·
jects on campus. What are
your ideas about Earth Day?

'

injectiDg some drama
.into Barbie's perfect little world.

Elizabeth Johnson/The Nev/t;

Racer fan pr aises
men's basketball
r would like to commend Head
Coach Billy Kennedy, assistant
coaches and all Racer basketball
players on the awesome performance displayed during the 20092010 season. Murray State University was well represented and thus
Murray State University has become
a household name in the collegiate
ranks.
I am a loyal supportl·r of Murray
State University and truly enjoyed
every game this season. I have noth·
ing but praise for all who had a part
in malting this great program so suc·
cessful and wish all returning pla)•-

ers much success in the year ahead.
Thanks are in order for the three
seniors who displayed their expertise and leadership for a tremendous
season. Murray State has gained a
considerable amount of exposure
due to the efforts of this team, and
thus Murray State would be able to
recruit top players that would make
Murray State a powerhouse in all
athletic events.
Thank you again for a very enjoyable season, and T praise this group
of young men for compiling a 31-S
record and reaching the ·second
round tlf the NCAA tournament.
Go Racers and may God bless.
Stephen M. Boyd,
Dawson Springs, Ky.

Jeers
to - rumors ~
that some
employers are illegally
using interns for

free labor. Dirtbags.
Cbeen to ... Frarik
Warren (PostSecret)
and Blake Mycoskie
(TOMS shoes), Fall
2010 guest speakers.

]een to ·- Scrabble ~
for deciding to allow
proper DOUDI. Thanks
for creating an easy
way to cheat.

by Trevin Holder

·~
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Check it! The News online opinion selection:
• Thenews.OrQ: The News attacks! Videos, links, previews and sports updates • what more could you ask for?

• Web exclusives! Check out the video recap of last week's spring drag show. sponsored by Murray St~te Alliance.
• The Newt Facebook opinion forum: The economy is tanked and students are broke. Should the government forgive student loans?

Birthday girl,
birthday blues
A few weeks ago,
we ran a story about
mental health crises
at Murray State. So
many students are
running around earn·
pus with empty
hopes and empty
hearts. and for whatever reason - the
Jodi Keen plummeting econoOpinion Editor my, bad relation·
ships,
loneliness,
depression - they can't handle things.
More students have sought counseling ,
this year than any other, which is encouraging but also heartbreaking. Very few
, are willing to talk about their situations, ')
either for fear of being slapped with an l
unfair stigma. or because it's simply too •.
personal to publicly cross their lips.
1
1
I myself have remained fairly quiet
about the issue because I wasn't ready to
i
say anything, but I am now.
I've battled depression since I was 20. I :
can pinpoint many severe insecurities to • t
one particular humiliation when I was
seven years old. I have experienced crip·
piing panic attacks as recently as Monday, and I was in on-campus counseling .,
for two full years. Some ·o f my fears are ;
regular irrational fears, but for far too ..
long. my fears haven't just overwhelmed
me; they've controlled me.
Instead of going out and living my life, ·,
I waste time dreaming of a life I'm too ••
afraid to live. It's a life filled with adven- 1
ture, intrigue and trial-and·error situa1
tions - everything I'm terrified of.
(Suggested listening: jason Walker, ;
"Down")
~
Graduation - there's the source of my •
most recent panic attack. One moment of .
feeling overwhelmed by all the options 1
have and choices 1 must make, and I was "
sitting on my bed, clutching my chest, '
with a tissue to mop up the tears streaming down my (aq(\ I've said it before - I _.
very 1arc.).y cry, but when I do, it's an
absolute flood. it'~ at times like these ~
when the only words springing to my lips {
are small, heartfelt prayers.
(Suggested listening: Parachute, "All 1
That I Am")
We live in the most resourcefully, :
financially blessed country on earth, and 1
yet we continually are the world's most ' .
miserable people. It's not just a little dis- •
satisfaction here and there; I'm talking ,
about a severe, debilitating discontent
that runs so deep. people don't know the
root of it or where to turn to solve it.
I don't have the answer, either. All 1
know is what can bring me back up. I put ,
up a poster of Paris in my dorm room. I
keep a little postcard from Ontario ,
because it has a beautiful picture and •
reminds me of the good friend who sent ·
it. I get an inexplicable amount of joy
from Train's ..Hey Soul Sister." Everyone ,
is different, as are the solutions.
As I write this, I am turning 23 years '
old. When 1 was 12, I was too concerned '
with turning the big 1-3 to care about 23.
When 1 was 18, I thought I'd be married
for nearly a year by 23. When I was 20, I
saw that dream shattered, and I had to
push the broken remains of my perfectly
laid-out plan aside.
Speaking of plans, I never expected to t
spend five years in college chasing just a
bachelor's degree that could have been
finished in four. I never thought I'd live J
for nine weeks in Europe and gain an 1
entirely new perspective on my own )
capabilities. I never would have believed •I
I would struggle with depression so -.1
badly that I would be forced to pull out of •
school in order to put myself back ,
together. Also, as a result, I've also •
learned to avoid using the word "never.'' ~
(Suggested listening: Panic/ At The 1
Disco, "New Perspective")
~
It is my absolute last wish to use my ~
column to exploit my personal life. I tend •
to be a very private person, and on pur- '
pose. I only seek to put a face with the :
issue. Sometimes it's easier to relate to an "
issue when you know someone who has )
faced it.
We all have our struggles, and some '
more than others. I believe Desmond J
Tutu made a good point in his February
speech. To paraphrase, "Humans are
interdependent on each other. My
humanity is wrapped up in your humani- '
ty. We can't be human in isolation." We
all need somebody to lean on, so help a ••
brother (or sister) out. Do something to •1
show them you care.
4

'

Qpote of tbe week: ''Most people are •
about as happy as they m;uce up their
minds to be."
-Abraham Lincoln ,
Song ofthe week "Always Love"
-Nada Surf ~
Contact
Keen
murraystate.edu.

at

•

jodi.keen@ •

..
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Tet1nis aspires
to fmish strong
Kyra Ledbetter
Staff wr\ter

1

Ricky

Senior Ben Clos prepares to serve In a match I~ sea·
son at the Purcell Tennis Courts.

After another week of disappointmenrs. the
men's termis team looks to ebd its season strong
~th a victory over Eastern Illinois and a bid in
the OVC tournament.
J..;lt week the Racers fell to Jacksonville State
U~yersity (2-5) and Tennessee Tech (2·5) after
a 7-0 win over Tennessee State on Tuesday.
,. At Tennessee Tech, playing at their place, it
w1s just tough.'' Head Coach Mel Purcell said.
"'Pie played doubles indoors. and then the match
was moved back outside and we were winning
,in the first four singles. That's the thing. We're
competing well, but we're just not getting the
win, and now our backs are to the wall. We have
to win one of the next OVC matches just to qualify for the tournament."
P urcell's sense of urgency comes after mount·
ing losses put the team's OVC record at 1-4 for
the season.
"Last year we got started off strong and stumbled in and this year we're stumbling already.''
'Purcell said. "I've just got to get the troops fired
up to win one of the two upcoming OVC matches, otherwise it's just been a disappointing year."
Mu rray State's upcoming match against EIU
w ill likely fall exactly as last season's, with the
Racers forced into a must-win situation, and last

Fishing controversy

year's narrow 4-3 win over the Panthers gives
Murray State some hope.
"Last year we had to beat them to qualify for
the tournament, and it looks like it's going to be
the same thing this year," Purcell said. "They
have a decent team, but if I can get everybody on
the same page on one match it'll happen. Like I
said, it's crunch time. There might not be a
tomorrow if we don't win a couple of matches."
The Panthers may present more of a challenge
than a team regrouping can solve, b.owcvcr.
"They have a reaUy strong No. 1 player, Jeff
Rutherford, from Richmond. Ky •• who's won
every match at No. 1 for three years," Purcell
said. "Then they have pretty good doubles as
well."
For w hat could be the final game of their 2010
season, Purcell intends to play harder but
smarter, and with the tournament in mind.
"I think it's more mental now," Purcell saill.
"They're not physically losing, :it's really how
they're playing the match and how they're playing big points. I've just got to talk to them about
playing a little smarter."
With their focus on furthering their season,
the Racers will play their final match against
EIU at 11:00 a.m. Saturday at the Purcell Tennis
Courts.
Contact Ledbetter at kyra.ledbetter@

1

Rac~rs plan for Ole Miss Invitational
Ricky Martin
Staff writer

Jordie Oetken/Tiie News

Junior Asenath NaAman runs the track
durinQ a practice this year.

Halfway through the four meets
leading up to the OVC Champi·
onships, the Murray State track
team sets it sights on Oxford, lyliss.,
this weekend for the Ole Miss lnvi·
tational.
The two-day event wi}l show- .
case some of the best talent in the
South, and the return v isit is something Head Coach Dertck Chavis
is excited about.
"The Ole Miss lnvi/ational will
be very competitive,j.Chavis said.
"And 1 am eager to hJive our ladies
compete against th~ quality athletes that will be present at the
meet. We have several athletes that
co mpeted well last year at this
meet, and we are ~pking to contin·
ue that trend."
The Racers enter this weekend's

+-

meet looking to continue their
preparation for the looming OVC
Championships. scheduled for
April30-May J.
After a seventh place showing in
the Joey Haines Invitational last
weekend, Chavis said be likes the
direction his team is going, but
continuing to improve is key.
"The joey Haines Invitational
was a great meet to check our
progress.~ Chavis said. "For the
second meet of the season, we
posted some acceptable marks and
are looking to continue to improve
and make progress."
Junior Katelyn Jones took first
place for the Racers in the 3,000metcr steeple chase with a time of
11:19.
Murray State also had a pair of
top finishers in junior Audris
Williams and senior Taylor Crawford. Williams took third in the

ft

Staff r eport

Women hit
final stretch
of season,
take on Eill

•

i rter going 2-1 last week, the women's tennis
team wiU take on Eastern Illinois this weekend
in hopes of securing a final win on their home
court before heading to the OVC tournament.
Reversing recent misfortune, the Racers
defeated Tennessee State on Tuesday, sweeping
the Tigers 0-7. The Tigers have not won a game
so far this season.
On Thursday the Racers lost to Jacksonville
State University in a final score of 3-4 and on
Saturday Murray State rounded out the week
with a S-2 win against Tennessee Tech University. putting their OVC record at 3-3.
The Racers will take on their final OVC com·
petitor before tournament play. with EIU making a visit to the Purcell Tennis Courts this Saturday. The Panthers currently hold a conference
record of 2-4. a single loss more than the Racers.
Most recently EIU also managed a sweep ofTSU
on their home court last Thursday.

lOO·meter dash. while Crawford
also brought home third in the
1.500-meter run.
Crawford also finished fourth in
the BOO-meters, while junior Asenath NaAman also gave the Racers a
fourth place fmish, with her performance in the 5,000-meter run.
As this weekend's meet gets
underway, Chavis said he is optimistic about what lies ahead for his
team, not only at the Ole Miss In vi·
tational, but for the rest of the year.
Said Chavis: "Some areas on our
team that I thlnk we will be competitive in include Taylor Crawford in the 1,500, Katelyn Jones in
the SK and our women's 4xl00
meter relay team, which has the
potential to break a school rccurd
in that event sometime this season."
Contact Martin at richard.
martin@murraystate.edu.
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The dogwood trees
are blooming, and to
anglers that means one
thing: The spawn is
upon us. The debate of
whether to target bas~
while they are laying
eggs is getting hotter
each season.
•.
--~t-e_V!_e__
So-called "politically
5
correct" groups and
Miller
animal rights activists_
Outdoor columnist have even gone as far
as demanding a closed season during
spawning.
These groups argue that catching bass on
beds will hurt fish populations by damaging
the reproduction rates on bodies of water.
They also endorse the myth that these
fish are easier to catch during spawning
than any other times of the year. If we use
even the slightest bit of common sense, we
can prove these opinions untrue.
In the past, catching fish on beds was not
an issue and the effect on fish numbers was
unnoticeable. This was before the practice
of "catch and release•· was popular.
In those days it was not uncommon for
anglers to keep all fish they caught without
a second thought. Now it doesn't take a fish
biologist to realize that bass fishing was just
as guod or better in those days as it is
today.
Nature has a way of balancing the proper
population density for a certain body of
water. For example, if too many offspring
are produced, their mortality rate is higher
due to natural predation, competition and
carrying capacity of the habitat. In the event
of low reproduction. the reverse is true and
more fry will reach maturity,
Phil Chapman, a senior biologist with the
Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation
Commission, reports it takes only a few
spawning females to successfully maintain
the bass population of a body of water.
Chapman stated, "If the female bass pop~
ulation of a lake were reduced to only two,
those two would be sufficient to fully
restock the lake to the natural population
density." This statement shows a suitable
population can endure despite fishing pat·
terns.
1 ' '
The claim that spawning bass are easier
to catch is deceitful. Most of the time the
smaller male bass is responsible for guard:
ing a nest. and these fish are more aggressive than normal. They will usually hit anything close to them.
However, the trophy females sought by
anglers arc much harder to catch. It takes a
lot of patience and persistence to master the
fine points of sight fishing. Good boat control. attention lure selection and presentation. and a stealthy approach are necessary
to get easily spooked females to react.
In my experience, I have found bed fishing the hardest type of bass fishing and usually don't do it because it is time consuming
and tests all of your tolerances.
Whether taking a spawning bass off the
bed is eth.ical is a personal issue. With no
evidence of negative influences on the gene
pool, it is unfair to tell people they cannot
target these fish. especially when it is legal
to do so. Some may enjoy the challenge it
presents. while others despise it.

OUTDOOR IflGHUGHTS

Murray State Bass Anglers to Compete in
National Championship: Murray State was
one of 25 schools to qualify for the inaugural FLW College Fishing National Champi~
onship. The tournament, hosted by the Uni-.
versity of Tennessee, is this weekend at
Fort Loudoun lake in Knoxville, Tenn..
Murray State will compete for the firstplace prize of $100,000 to be split between
the bass club and University. The champiThe predominately underclassmen Panther onship is a three-day nationally televised
team holds an overall record of 5·10 to th.e Rae- ' event showcasing the nation's best.
ers' 6-9, separating the teams by a single win. ;
Kenlake's Bowfishing 101: For those who
Despite the numbers, both teams will need to cannot decide whether to hunt or fish durmanage a win before the upcoming ave tourna- ing free time, bowfishing may be the ticket.
ment for a guaranteed spot.
Kenlake is hosting a free seminar next
After last year's matchup against the Panthers, weekend on all things bowfishing.
the Racers have more than enough reason to be
The event includes a classroom style'
confident
seminar for questions and answers and also'
Last season, one match prior to the last of the a demonstration with inst ruction for bowregular season, Murray State took EIU 6-1, and fiShing. While in the classroom, you will
then defeated them again 4-0 in the first game of learn about basic bowf1shing equipment
the OVC tournament. ending the Panthers' sea- and practices, types of fish to hunt, times of
son.
the year best suited for bowfishing, how to
With so much young blood on the Panther handle fish after they have been shot, and
team, this year's match may end much d ifferent- proper fish cleaning and d isposal. You will
ly from last season. Only two players are entire- learn to shoot by means of a simulated hunt
ly new to the EIU team, however. a balance situation. Once you are familiar with shootwhich may founder both the Panthers stability ing there will be a target shoot with prizes
and zeal for their matchup against the Racers.
awarded.
Murray State will take on the EIU Panthers at
Contact Miller at steven.miller@
11:00 a.m. Saturday at the Purcell Tennis Courts. murraystute.edu.
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Each week. The News picks some of the top performances in Racer athletics. To
submit a player for consideration in HOT SHOTS, contact Elizabeth Johnson.at
elizabetha.johnson@n\urraystate.edu.

Murray State outfielder
Daniel Hill was named the
OVC Hitter of the Week
after collecting eight
extra-base hits to help
the 'Breds go 4·0. Over
the span, Hill batted .562
with six doubles, two home
runs, eight RBis and six
runs scored.

l Junior guard B.J. Jenkins
, earned the Popeye Jones •
'Mr. MSU Award this week at
'the Murray State Basketball
Awards Night. The award is
given to the player who best
displayed excellence in all
areas on and off the court

Senior Nick Newcomb (left) and junior Cameron Carrico each fired a 210 in the Big Blue fnutt4t~tnn:ol
lead the Racers to a first place finish last weekend. The win is their second of the season.
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National news, gossip sure to spice
up your lunch conversation
Information and photos from
the Associated Press
CompUed by Charlotte Kyle
Carrey, McCarthy IUIDOaDCe spOt
Jim Carrey and
Jenny
McCarthy
have taken to Twitter to announce
their breakup.
The two actors
each tweeted Tuesday that they have
ended their relation·
ship after five years.
Publicists for Carrey
and McCarthy conCarrey
fu-med the split.
Carrey, 48, said on
and Jenny
the social networkMcCarthy
ing Web site that he
wishes her "the very best!"
McCarthy, 37. tweeted that she ..will
always keep Jim as a leading man in my
heart."
Both said they were grateful for the
time they spent together.
McCarthy also tweeted that she would
remain involved in Carrey's adult daughter's life.

Jim

Wlofrey saass RleUe .H unter Interview
Oprah Winfrey has landed the first
televised interview with Rielle Hunter
since former presidential candidate John
Edwards first admitted two years ago that
he bad an affair w ith Hunter.
A Harpo Productions spokesperson
said Tuesday that Hunter will appear on
The Oprah Winfrey Show on an unspecified date.
GQmagazine last month published the
first interview with Hunter in which she
addressed the scandal. She told the magazine the affair ended in july 2008 and that
the relationship is now something different.
Edwards admitted in January that he
bas a child with Hunter after initially
denying it. He and his wife, Elizabeth
Edwards. are no~ separated.

Tiemey returns to television
Maura Tierney is
making a return to
TV after dropping
out of a series last
summer as she bat·
tied breast cancer,
the FX network said
Wednesday.
Tierney,
best
known for her long·
time role on the NBC
drama "ER," will ......__.................._
resume her guest
spot as the love interest of Denis Leary's
ftrefighter character on the FX action
drama "Rescue Me," the cable network
said.
Tierney, 45, is fllmlng four episodes
scheduled to air in 2011, the series' seventh and final season.
Tierney "has finished treatment and is
doing very well and is happy to move forward with the next phase of her life," her
spokeswoman, Christina Papadopoulos,
said.
She left the cast of NBC's prospective
new series "Parenthood" in August after ,
fllming the pilot. Lauren Graham then
joined the ser ies, which premiered in
February.

Jon GosseUn sues for primary custody
Jon Gosselin has sued ex-wife Kate for
primary custody of their eight children.
The former reality TV star also asked the
Berks County Court on Wednesday to
review his child support obligation.
Gosselin's attorney, Anthony List, has
pr eviously accused Kate Gosselin of
neglecting the children because she
appears on ABC's "Dancing with the
Stars'," a charge her attorney rejected as
"patently false."
In court papers, Jon Gosselin said his
ex-wife abuses her authority when it
comes to scheduling visits with the kids.
He also claims an arbitrator failed to
require Kate to provide documentation of
the children's expenses.
The Gosselins appeared on the TLC
reality show "Jon & Kate Plus 8" until
their marriage feU apart last year. They
divorced in December.

New Cla.Dc:y novel set for December
Tom Clancy's next novel will be an allstar reunion.
The autho r is bringing together such
favorite characters as Jack Ryan and John
Clark for "Dead or Alive," a thriller set in
the post-Sept. ll age of terrorism.
Publishe r G.P. Putnam's Sons, an
imprint of Penguin Group, announced
Wednesday that it plans a first printing of
1.75 million copies when the book comes
out in December.

Photo Illustration hy
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Students walk barefoot down the sidewalk in front of Winslow Dining Hall. Students went without shoes as part of a day-IOflQ event to raise poverty awareness.

Students participate in barefoot event·
Anlla Taylor

enough to be a part of the day with campus representatives.
Lauren Bauer, senior from St. Louis, Mo., works at the Women's Center
and had been thinking of having a barefoot walk before she heard about
Imagine walking every day to and from class or work without shoes.
the TOMS campaign. Bauer applied tO be a representative on Murray
Most children in developing countries . . - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - , State's campus. and got the job.
have to walk ban•foot everywhere they go.
"I had actually been wanting to do this
On Thursday, students and staff' had the
walk sinc.:e last semester," Bauer said. " I startopportunity to walk in those children's
ed planning for it around November and then ·:
shoes, or lack thereof. across campus.
got the TOMS Shoes campus (representa- •.•
The official One Day Without Shoes •
tivc) position. I started getting <-'-mails about .
walk, sponsored by the Women's Center.
the walk around Fcbruarr and had already .··
the Women's Educational Empowerment
been planning the walk so it worked out."
.
The walk was planned despite the
Program for Southern Sudan and Amnesty
International, started at Elizabeth College •
weather conditions to make the experience
I'
more realistic. According to Jane Etheridge,
amphitheater at 4:30p.m. and ended in the
Quad, where activities, information booths,
Womt•n's Center Director, the sponsors were
music and food were available to the parnot worried about the weather or other comticipants.
•
plications from walking barefoot.
The Women's Center also raffled off a
"A lot of people had nskcd me before,
$SO TOMS gift certificate, the proceeds
'What if I step on something?.'" Etheridge
from which will go toward buying shoes
a~roximately
said. "Well. then you step on something.
for children. For each person who regis·
That's what happens when you don't wear •
ten~d and walked. takcthewalk.net donated
0515,
I
shoes, and that is what we want you to realize.,
$1 to TOMS Shoes, who donates a pair of
di~IQUrinQ
W.E.E.P. for Southern Sudan, another
shoes to a child in need for each pair
bought.
co-sponsor, aims to create opportunities for
young women in Southern Sudan to get an
One Day Without Shoes. which original- •
~rcent
education.
ed with TOMS Shoes, was not only held on
Murray State's campus, but on campuses
'I
"W.E.E.P.'s mission is to help (people
across the country to spread awareness of
f'.acts courtesy of onedaywithout.~hoes,com in need in third world countries) but in a difpoverty in developing countries and the
ferent way,.. Jonah Waggoner, President of
impact a single pair of shoes can have on a child's life. according to one·
Murray State's W.E.E.P. chapter, said. "We believe that education is the
daywithoutshoes.com.
foundation for people to help themselves with their own dire situations.
Students from the nation's universities participated in the day-long
lf we don't educate ou~elves with what is happening then we will not act
campaign by spending the entire day without shoes or walking In the
to right the wrongs.''
barefoot walk.
Jo'or more information about TOMS. or to buy merchandise, visit
By applying on the TOMS website, /itudents across the country could
toms.com.
earn the position as a campus representative. Murray State was lucky
Contact Taylor at ataylor2@murraystate.edu.
Staff writer

FAST FACTS

In some developing nations, children must
Walk for mileS tO SCflOOI, clean Water and tO
seek medical help.
Cuts and sores on 'eet can lead to serious
infection.
Often, children cannot attend school barefool
·In Ethiopia,
one million peo1 ff fr
od i • d b'lit t
peSU er om ocon
a e a 109
and
disease caUSed by Walking
barefoot an volcanic soil.
Podoconiosis Is 100
preventable by
Wearfng ShoeS and baSiC fOOt hyniene.
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Video Game Review

'Metro 2033' adapts novel into dark game
Assistant Features Editor Cody
Arant writes the video game
reviews.
Sometimes games are incredibly
hyped prior to their release. For
instance, I eagerly anticipated the
release of "Final Fantasy XIII" for
years. Other times, however, games
come out to minimal fanfare. These
games fly under the radar unless
they become the next huge fran·
chise.
One such game is ''Metro 2033."
This game, based on a Russian
novel of the same name written by
Dmitry Glukhovsky, is set in a nearfuture, post-nuclear holocaust. The
world is overrun by hideous mutant
monsters and the remnants of
humanity have been forced underground, to the tunnels of the
Moscow metro system.
The continued existence of
humanity comes under threat with
the rise of the Dark Ones, supernatural creatures that defy understanding. That is to say, they are more
than mere mutants, and influenced
by something darker than forced
evolution.
Artyom, a young man from a relatively peaceful station, is tasked
with making his way through the
metro system to the station of Polis
to deliver information about the
new threat. Artyom is singular in
that he can resist the mental attacks
of the Dark Ones, allowing him to
travd places others cannot.
The best I can describe the gameplay in "Metro" is if you think Silent
Hill. The game is billed as a firstperson shooter, which is technically
true in that the perspective is firstperson and you do occasionally find
yourself shooting things. However,
I found the combat to be the weakest part of the game.
Combat in "Metro" consists of
the things that go bump in the dark
suddenly appearing somewhere in
proximity to you and tearing into
you. However, many of the enemies
are either small or dark, and thus
hard to see. I frequently found
myself taking hit aftq Jtit with po
idea where the enemy was and no
way to fight back. Also, when fighting human enemies, I would frequently find myself in total darkness with no way to see my enemies. The game actually suggests

.

I don't often Wjlt~h

A hideous mutant sprlnos from the dark. fallf)s bared. Russian Guyovltch prepares to fight back.
this as an acceptable tactic, allow·
ing you to stealthily approach foes.
However, in practice it 'generally
failed, as the darkness seemed to in
no way hamper the bad guys. Thus,
I would be left fighting blind
against enemies who were in no
way impeded.
I died. A lot.
Obscured vision was a problem
consistently, even in sequences of
exploration. The developers did an
excellent job crafting an engaging
world, but a poor job lighting it.
Besides trouble seeing to fight,
the damage mapping system
seemed to be incredibly flawed. I
could sit and empty clip after clip
into an enemy's face and they
would still be standing. Some monsters would take two or three shotgun blasts at point blank range to
the head to die. The game seemed
almost to arbitrarily decide if a shot
in fact did damage. This would get
frustrating when I would shoot an
enemy seven or eight times, then
die moments later when they stood
up, unharmed, and continued the
attack.
In a way, the buggy damage system seemed almost designed to offset laughably stupid enemies. The
artificial intelligence of the bad
guys was not well implemented.
Typically, an enemy would be
scripted to utilize cover in one or
two spots. If flanked, they just ran

back and forth between the twn
spots. Frequently. I would throw ·•
grenade and hear enemies shout
that they needed to move before it
exploded.
Usually, they did not.
So, generally, combat didn't do it
for me. However. the game also features pretty intense sequences of
exploration or "survival horror"
elements.
Imagine, if you will, a dank. dark.
empty metro system. It's just mile
after mile of pitch black tunnel with
a good chance that a monster is
waiting with barre d fangs just
beyond the pathetically short d istance that your feeble Light manages to penetrate. Imagine the
sounds echoing arow1d you, dis·
torting until you can't tell if you're
hearing a snarling beast about to set
upon you from behind o r in front
(or the sides, or above, or from ;mywhere. basically>. Imagine tlwt you
can hear the laughter of children if
you walk too close to the pipes set
Into the walls.
Do you have goosebumps yet?
Add to those images ghosts, the
tortured spirits or the dead who
can' t leave-the tu1Ulclli.lf40U-mak
contact with a ghost, you instantly
drop dead. However, you can onl}'
sec the ghosts as shadows when
you have them directly in }'our
headlamp. They relive their fmal
moments over and over forever.

It's confounding that the game
tries so hard to be a shooter. The
sequences that hardly involve any
combat at all are some of the most
haunting and memorable. Were the
developers to shift their focus, they
could have created a dark classic.
Instead, they tried to force a square
peg into a round hole, and it shows.
All in all, the game is okay. It isn't
great and it could have been, but it
isn't awful. It's worth renting just to
check out some or the levels. However, buggy combat and difficulty
seeing ·t he environment will largely
hamper your enjoyment, as will
stricti}' linear gameplay.
"Metro 2033" is currently avail·
able for the Xbox 360 and Microsoft
Windows and is rated M for blood,
sexual themes, strong language, use
of drugs and violence.
Contact Arant at cody.arant@
murr<1ystate.cdu.

cc

Zero lives: Not worth a quarter
in-the arcade
One life: About as much fun as an
invisible wall
Two lives: Nice way to waste a
weekend
Three lives: Your next addiction
four lives: Game of the Ycar

IEditor's
If you're anythftWJ like
me, sometimes you find
yourself fn need of a
new ~ Perhaps you
could use a new forcefield generator or a gallon of anti-matt«.
If so, visit Brooklyn
Superhero Supplies at
superherosuppfles.com.

reality television.
I don't completely
hate it, as I understpQd
why it exists from a
business point · · of
view, but I don't make
a polnt to watch it,
I would suffer lrom
too much secondhand
Charlotte embarrassment if I
Kyle
watched every horriFeatures Editor ble "American Idol"
audition and every
desperate attempt to find love from a ~
list celebrity. (1 think, actually, that is
what the 'd' stands for.)
Curiosity, however, got the best or'~e.
W hen I fir st heard the linc·up f9r
"Dancing with the Stars" I laughed to
myself. Kate Gosselin? Really, ABC?
Major kudos for that decision.
The announcement was the first domino in a series of headlines.
·
How many tabloids have used this as
an excuse to e ither highlight her ability
to juggle eight kids and a highly competitive dance show?
And, on the opposite side. how many
tabloids have used this as a way to a~C}!Se
her of abandoning those same kids? •
I'm pretty sure Jon Gosselin st~rted
planning his sole custody lawsuit (see
Water Cooler, page SB) the secon(l the
press release went out.
•
I didn't watch any of"Dancing with the
Stars" until I heard about her horrendous
dance to Lady Gaga's "Paparaui." Then 1
hit up YouTube to check it out.
As Opinion Editor Jodi Keen would
say:Yowza.
·
We get it, Kate. You have eight child ren, you went through a horribly messy
and super public divorce with your man·
child husband and you're just a "strug·
gling mother" trying to do right by her
kids.
That's the story you're selling to the
press, but l'm not buying it.
~ c~ however, is not about
your children.
It's about your inability to dance.
I think Kate thought she was being
clever with her spotlight-themed num·
ber. It was an attempt to fight back and
show that being in the tabloids d~n't
bother her.
::
But really, what I took from it wa;fhat
she is a robot who has a love affair :.Vith
those same tabloids.
::
There wasn 't much 'dancing' t~ it.
Most of it was walking in a quick manil.er,
occasionally moving her arms. It -was
stiff and you could see the concentrl!tion
in her face.
•:
I watched her jive performance t~ see
if maybe this bout of awfulness was a
one-time thing. It wasn't.
:
In fact, that performance was prob.ably
worse, based on the 15 out of 30 the performance received from the judges.
Kate Gosselin is clearly still on the
show for one simple reason. It's the rea·
son "America's Funniest Home Videos"
was so successful: People like to watch
other people faiL
Contact Kyle at cluJrlottc.kylc@ •
murraystate.edu..
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Women's Center
host game show

In case you missed it •••

AJmaTaylor

Music fans gathered Friday night in the Curris
Center Stables for a free rock show.
The show, which lasted from 5 • 10 p.m., tea·
tured performances by The Blink Trio, Blood
From His Hands, Take Down Flight, Know Your
Ropes, An Oceans End and Shakodi.

Staff writer

1

Photos by Kirby FeldkampfThe News

Aaron Clark. nonstudent from Murray, performs with the band Blood
From His Handsat Friday's free concert in the Currls Center Stables.

Corey McClain, nonstudent from Murray, plays bass durlno Take Down
FIIQht's set In the CUrrls Center Stables.

Luke Beam. nonstudent from Murray, plays the keyboard.

The famous game show the Newlywed Game comes to Murray State, but in an unconventional style. The actual Newly·
wed Game features newly-married couples. This time, however, the couples are far from newlyweds.
At 7 p.m. Thursday in W rather Auditorium, four couples will
take the stage to compete for the title and a basket of goodies.
At least one of the spouses in each couple are Murray State
staff members. The "newlywed" couples are Warren and Laurie Edminster, Kenny and Renee Fister, Russell Schneider and
Lissa Graham-Schneider and Paul and JJ Walker.
The game is meant as an end-of-the-year stress reliever for
the students and an opportunity to raise money for Relay for
Life.
Hosting the game is Jane Etheridge, director of the Women's
Center, and her husband, John.
"We will introduce each couple and show pictures throughout their courtship," Etheridge said. "One spouse, the males or
females, will leave to a sound-proof room, and their spouse
will answer questions by what they would say. They will write
their answers on big pieces of construction paper and the other
spouses return to the stage and try to answer the questions."
In the past, the Women's Center bad the stage set up with a
wall between each couple, just like the televised game,
Etheridge said.
"We used to have spotlights and the music too," she said.
"Now we ,just bring the couples down the aisles and let them
sit at tables. It's not quite as elaborate as it used to be, hut it's
still a lot of fun and we encourage students to come out and
support their (favorite) contestants."
The idea for the Not-So-Newlywed Game was developed
several years ago.
"Some of the things that people say about the Women's Center are 'Why don't you ever do anything that's light-hearted
and happy?' and 'Everything that you guys address is really
serious. Why don't you do something more fun?"' Etheridge
said. "Since we got these types of comments, we started looking, and we are always looking, for something fun for people to
relieve some stress."
Etheridge started looking at game shows because she
thought that type of atmosphere would be more light-hearted
than the usual awareness events that the Women's Center
hosts.
"It's just meant to have fun, but it's also designed to get students and the people in the audience to think about long-term
relationships," she said.
Paul and JJ Walker have been married for 10 years and will
be competing Thursday.
"Our game strategy combines intimidating mind power and
stunning cleverness," Paul Walker said. "When those fail, we
generally torture voodoo dolls of our competitors."
Paul and JJ Walker said they are both looking forward to
rediscovering all the things they have forgotten about each
other $ince they had children.
Sarah Kelty, junior from Louisville, Ky., said she was looking
forward to learning juicy secrets about her professor.
The Women's Center will be asking for donations before and
after the game show with all supporting going to Relay for Life.
Contact Taylor at ataylor2@murraystate.cdu.
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All procteds from the Jabtz Class 5K Fun RWl/Walk
will be 'Used for mission trips to Poland this summer to conduct
Vacation Bible Schools in five locations "Across Poland.''

Rtf~~-~ $1~, MJ. $2S lfl4:d. A~

;. REGISTRATION FORMS AVAILABLE ON-LINE AT

WWW.MBCMURRAY.ORG
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LATE REGISTRATION
STARTS AT 8:00 A.M. U NTIL 8:4S A.M.
l"HE MORNING OF THE RACE

Murray State University Board of Reg ents Me mber
"Higher Education and the Politics
of Washington"
•• ••••••• • ••• •• ••••••••• ••••••• ••• ••

Thursday, April15, 2010
Large Ballroom, Curris Center
7:30p.m.
Free Admission
Sponsored by the Department of
Government, Law &
International Affairs
Murray State University
Supported by: Pi Sigma Alpha
For additional information,
call : 809-2661
Students, Faculty, Staff and
Townspeople Invited!
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BEST PLACE TO STUDY Waterfield Library
There are few places on campus where
Murray State students can check Facebook, eat
sushi, read a newspaper, and have a study session with friends all in the same building. That
is why students voted Waterfield library the
best place to study on campus.
With three levels,
Waterfield Library
houses Copy Express.
Starbooks,
the
Interlibrary
Loan
Office and many
media and journal
collections. Nor only
are these three floors
· occupied by multiple
services. but by students as well.
For
Allison
Thornton, freshman
,
from Booneville, Ind.,
'I
who frequents the
library to study, the
majority of her time
is spent on the upper
level of Waterfield
Library-the quiet floor.
"I usually go upstairs because it's quiet and
there's not as many distractions as other
places," Thornton said. "I'm really easily distracted and there's less distractions."
While the residential colleges provide students with a place to study, Thornton said
studying at the library keeps her focused.
Through the large front windows of
Waterfield Library students can be seen snoozing, eating lunch, reading or surfing the web.
Linda Bartnik. head of reference, said she sees
students working in groups more than any other
activity.
"1en years ago l didn't see that," Bartnik said.
"(Students) would run away to not have any

social interaction ... to be isolated."
Whether on the main floor, downstairs or in
the food cart area, Bartnik said students are
using the library's services.
Plans for making a more accommodating
library arc in progress as Dean of Libraries
Adam Murray and
University President
Dunn work to build a
new library.
Until then, Bartnik
said the library will
begin phasing in services that will soon be
accessible through the
new library.
Soon, through the
efforts of the department of English and
Waterfield
Library
staff, Bartnik said a
writing center will provide students with a
place to write and
File Photo receive help revising.
With coffee and energy drinks near and snacks only a Racercard
swipe away students like Shelby White, freshman from Hopkinsville, Ky., say they enjoy the
convenience of having a Dining Services
Starbooks food cart nearby.
"You don't always have to leave, you just get
right back to studying," White said.
A quiet atmosphere in which to finish homework may be hard for some students to find, but
to those who voted Waterfield Library the best
place to study Bartnik said she appreciates it. ·
"We love you too," Bartnik said. "We've got
food,computers and people to answer questions
... all in one building. It's the perfect place to
study."
-Robin Phelps

BEST PLACE TO HANG BETWEEN CLASSES
Ky., said. "Only having a five to the fresh air and sunshine like
ten minute break between the mall area.
classes most of the time does"It's so much better to be
n't give us enough time to able to go outside and relax on
Lining the walkway of really do anything, so the the nice days," Lohman said.
the main thoroughfare, from benches are a perfect place to "Luckily, we don't have a huge
the Residential Colleges to the relax."
campus or anything, so we can
gate. sit the best place, well, to
Several students share leave class and still have a
sit on campus.
Lohman's outlook, according place to relax, and then get
With the spring's warm to results of this year's right back to where we need to
weather finally upon us, what Superfecta, which named be.
better place to catch a breath those benches the best place
The only negatives?
between classes than the out- to hang out in between class"Having to go back inside,"
side benches?
es.
Abby Garland, junior from
''There's no better place on
The Curris Center, library Henderson, Ky said. ''I love
campus to chill between class- and the hallways of several hanging out there and enjoyes than on the benches buildings often serve as a spot 'ing the sun, but it's hard to
between the Curris Center to catch a break between the have to get up and leave and
and the library," Jon Lohman, grind of classes, but none of go back to a class."
sophomore from Louisville, those allow students to enjoy
-Ricky Martin
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BEST
COLLEGE
HEAD
Crystal
Coleman
The vote is in, and Crystal Coleman, lecturer of organizational communication, has earned the accolade of
Best College Head.
Head of Elizabeth College, Coleman said she is humbled and thankful for receiving the honor once again.
"To know my students think well of me is the best
gift," Coleman said.
Coleman said she strives to provide support for the
students without being domineering.
"I believe in helping the students to frnd their own
strengths and God-given greatness while advising and
guiding them," Coteman said. "I think it's important to
allow people to be real, which includes failure as well
as success."
Kassandra Goodwin, freshman from Campbellsville,
Ky., and Elizabeth College Toilet Talk editor, said she
appreciates Coleman's approachability.
"Dr. Coleman makes an outstanding college head
because she is so personable with her students as well
as residents," Goodwin said. "She has an outgoing personality which makes her very approachable and easy
to talk to."
Advising students while allowing them to make their
own decisions is imperative, Coleman said.
"Though I do not subscribe to a Burger King mentality of'have it your way' no matter what. I do subscribe
to promoting an atmosphere that empowers rather
than enables," Coleman said. "Through experience, I
share what I know and what I don't know.] offer potential solutions. However. it is dear that absent legal
issues, they have the freedom to make most of the
decisions themselves."
Coleman's available guidance was also a contributing factor to her top vote, Goodwin said.
"No matter what your age, she treats you like an
equal, and, in my opinion, that makes the best leader,"
Goodwin said. "She gives great advice (and is) one of
those people that you just want to sit down and talk
over coffee with."
Michael Windle, senior from Owensboro, Ky., also
said he was grateful for Coleman's leadership in
Elizabeth College.
"Dr. Coleman stepped in as college head a few years
ago, not completely sure what she was getting herself
into. but soon realized how awesome Lizo is," Wmdle
said. "She is always available on a weekly basis for
advice, or encouragement, or even just to chat and say
hello. I will truly miss her when I graduate in May."
Coleman said she credits much of her success in
Elizabeth College with the staff.
"It has been a pr.ivilcge to work with the leadership
team and not rule with an iron fist," Coleman said.
"The team is amazing. It has been a joy to serve for a
third term."
Coleman said: "I love you Lizo. you know! Now
everyone else does too."
-Crystal Akers
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ROWING
Intensity, exhaustion, perseverance and emotion are all attributes of an athletic sport. Athletes need these traits to stay competitive in a match. Rowing is a
sport that requires them as much as any.
Many may not view rowing as a mainstream sport or give it much credibility
as a competitive activity. In fact, most of the population probably would deny it
as being defined as a sport. Rowing can be a difficult sport to compete in
because of"the outdoor location that is needed to excel. A long stretch of water
is necessary to becoming a proficient rower. Incredible upper body strength,
lower body thrust and efficient balance are all needed to navigate the bodies of
water.
Colleges across the nation have adopted rowing as a sport and most of them
compete as sanctioned varsity t~ams in their respective conferences.
According to students, Murray State Rowing is the most underrated sport of
the University. Murray bas one of the most prime locations in the country for a
sport such as rowing, with some of the largest lakes in the country just miles
from campus. This gives the Racers a serious advantage against the majority of
their opponents. The Racers have had a history of success and have competed in
many nationwide competitions over the past few seasons.
Former Murray State Rower Karen Delaney remembers her time as a Racer.
"Murray State Rowing was a special experience that 1 was able to have with
some of the greatest girls I know," she said. "The four years I spent there were
filled with memories that I will have forever:··
Although the rowing team was as underrated as any at Murray State, the athletic department decided to make a change. Rowing was taken from varsity sport
status and made into a club sport at the end of the 2007-2008 season.
This decision was a crushing blow to the members of the team. Many disagreed with the choice to replace rowing with softball.
Delaney recalls her emotions when she heard the news.
"It was all but exciting to hear that the sport that all of my time and effort went

File Photo

towards was now being replaced," she said "My teammates and I were all very
emotional. 1 felt very sorry for the girls that did not get to spend all four years
here like I did."
Like Delaney, other students feel rowing is underrated and underappreciated,
and they wish it would have the same respect of any sport because of the level
of skill and effort needed to succeed. Delaney and others wish the budget for
women's sports would expand in the future to accommodate the Racer rowing
team.
Rowing still exists as a club sport at Murray State and teams can still be spotted racing across Kentucky Lake. One day the Murray State rowing Racers hope
to emerge again as varsity athletes.
-Chris Wade
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BEST TATTOO PARLOR
My Realities
When students want to offer up some skin for some old-fashioned ink slinging, they do not want their choice to be a gamble. At My Realities, students are
assured the ink is in good hands.
Stash, the owner of My Realities, said this is the third year the facility has
been voted No. 1 since it opened in Murray, and he attributes it to the business's
clean and friendly atmosphere, reasonable prices and skilled tattoo artists.
Stash said prospective canvases can design their own tattoo or choose from
an endless list of general tattoo designs, but the artists are always willing to do
custom artwork. something their shop is famous for. The artists of My Realities
have been featured in Pain magazine and Crave magazine for their award-winning tattoo art.
The shop also received some local recognition because it is tbe only tattoo
place in the state of Kentucky to get a certificate of appreciation from the Red
Cross.
"We try to give back to the community when we can,'' Stash said. "We do a lot
of things for the Red Cross and other charitable causes. We do motorcycle runs,
car shows and participate in Shop With a Cop."
Stash said he is thankful to the community and to the University because his
business depends on the citizens and on the students.
"We get tons of college students," Stash said. "A lot of them come to get their
very first tattoo."
Stash said plenty of elements factor into a student's decision to get a tattoo
once they get to college. He said some are rebelling, some think the media make
it look cool and some are fmding themselvesAUd want to express it. Whatever
their reasons, students are willing to spend their money for the artists of My
Realities to work their magic.
There is a minimum fee of $40 for a tattoo, Stash said, but the average for a
female customer is $60 to $75. Since females usually request smaller tattoos,
their fee is smaller, but the average tattoo fee for males ranges from $100 to
$200.

File Photo

Sean Butler, junior from Farmington, Ky., said he wanted his tattoo since he
was a child, so he did not mind to spend the money.
"I went to this shop because some ofmy friends had gotten tattoos from there
and they said the people were nice and they did good tattoos," he said.
"My tattoo came out really well. I was sort of nervous because you don't know
how it's going to look until it is too late to change your mind, but I love mine."
And, like Stash said, "It is a piece of artwork you get to keep forever."
My Realities is located across from Sirloin Stockade at 707 South 12th Street
and is open from 1 to 10 p.m. on Thesday through Friday, and other days by
appointment only.
- Stephanie Steele

BEST: PARKING, BATHROOM
Curris Center

Is it clean? Check. Is it quiet? Check. Is there tissue?
Check. Soap and paper towels? Check, check.
Finding the perfect restroom can be a difficult task,
even at Murray State. Finding a parking spot can be even more difficult.
Luckily, for Murray State students, there is a place on campus where both
can be found-the Curris Center.
Marissa Whittenberg, freshman from Murray, said cleanliness and convenience are among the reasons she said she uses the restroom and parks her car
at the Curris Center every weekday.
In addition to being clean, Whittenberg said she enjoys the clean smell of the
Curris Center bathrooms.
"(The Curris Center staff) are always cleaning," Whittenberg said. "It's really, really clean. They use the power of Pinesol. It smells like it's clean.
Sometimes you'll go in to bathrooms and it looks clean, but it doesn't smell like
they used any sort of chemicals."
Rather than going to Faculty Hall or the Business Building, Whittenberg said
coming to the Curris Center to park was the most convenient.
"The one-hour parking makes it easier to park," Whittenberg said.
Tom Watson, sophomore from Murray, said he agrees with the convenient
parking spots at the Curris Center, which are easy to walk to and convenient
when running quick errands.
"Parking is easy unless there's big events going on like graduation and Racer
Day," Watson said. "You don't get ticketed as much.
Among the Curris Center's other feah.i'i-es besides pots and spots, it's also
home to several organizations and administrative offices.
The Curris Center also offers several dining options including Dunker's Deli.
the Thoroughbrewed Room and the Sugar Cube.
Whether students are using the facilities are parking. the Curris Center
serves as the living room of Murray State and a place for students to relax
between classes.
- Robin Pl1elps
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BEST SERVICE,
BEST PLACE TO
WORK University Store
They see them every day. Students come and go,
snapping up blue books, munching on lunch and
browsing University garb and gear. All the while,
friendly people serve the community with a smile.
They are the University store staff, and the positive atmosphere they create represents Superfecta's
best place to work.
"The bookstore is a great place to grab last-minute
items students need for class, whether it's paper, a
blue book or candy to give you a sugar high during
class," Mallory Allgood, alumna from Murray, said.
In terms of staff, students report fmding friendly
faces to help them search for family gifts and necessities for classes, which isn't always easy.
"They are very cooperative when you need to
return a textbook," Becca Thacker, senior from
Shepherdsville, Ky., said. "I didn't even have the
receipt once and they gave me full credit."
In addition to providing student essentials, the
staff earned the distinction of best service in
Murray, which Allgood said is mirrored in customers' in-store experience.
"It is quick (and) easy (to shop there), and the staff
is super nice!" she said.
-Jodi Keen

SumwEcfA
BEST TRADITION
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All-Campus Sing
Each spring, groups from across Murray
State's campus provide musical entertainment
straight from the steps of Lovett Auditorium in
the annual All-Campus Sing.
Stephanie Jones, senior from O'Fallon, Ill., and
member of professional music sorority Sigma
Alpha Iota, is chair of 2010's All-Campus Sing.
"All-Campus Sing is a long-standing tradition
here at Murray State," she said. "It's a good way
to promote the arts at the school. It's a chance
for people who don't usually sing and dance to
get out there and have fun."
Cameron Gish, junior from Owensboro, Ky.,
leads the reigning champion Sigma Phi
File Photo
Epsilon's ACS group.
Gish said his fraternity started brainstorming early and practices began as soon as students returned from
Spring Break, at f:trst practicing four days a week, but now practicing every day until the show.
'We've had a shorter time frame this year," Gish said. "Spring Break came later and All-Campus Sing was
pushed up, so we've had to work harder than usual. I think all the groups are having to work harder this year
because of that.
"Our show is a lot of fun," he said. "Most people know the words to the songs and it's going to be really
fun for the entire crowd, both young and old people."
Gish said students and the community should attend the event to show support for friends and colleagues.
"It's a really good representation of different groups across campus," he said. "You're going to know someone who's performing."
ACS provides an opportunity for people to experience an important and unique part of a Murray State
student's college life, Gish said.
"It's one of those really fond memories from college," he said. "It's a day that everyone talks about and will
never forget."
- Jamie Booth
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BEST OUTDOOR VENUE
Land Between the Lakes
When all the obligations of college life are tended to, students can head
to Land Between the Lakes and Kenlake State Park for some rest and
relaxation. Between fishing, hunt ing, camping or simply taking a long
walk, a connection with nature has a way of clearing our heads, recharging our batteries and refreshing us to face the daily grind of college.
The s tudent body has spoken and camping at Land between the Lakes
was voted the best outdoor activity for Murray State students. Kenlake
State Resort Park was selected as the best venue to pursue all our outdoor
activities.
Located just 20 miles northeast of Murray State, Land Between the
Lakes is an inland peninsula formed by the impounding of the Tennessee
and Cumberland rivers to create Kentucky Lake and Lake Barkley.
In 1963, President John F. Kennedy designated the area as a recreation
asset, and it is managed by the USDA Forest Service. Today, Land between
the Lakes remains a unique recreation area. The 170,000-acre peninsula is
the largest in the U.S. and a focal point of the areas tourism industry. It is
one of the most visited attractions in Kentucky and Tennessee.
Kalem Tippet, junior from Hansen, Ky., has been going to LBL since he
was a child.
"It was one of the first places that I went to as a kid with my family and
it was where 1 got really interested in the outdoors," Tippett said. "It's
great to keep that tradition alive even while I am away at school."
Land Between the Lakes offers all the outdoor recreation "basics"
including hiking, hunting, fishing and wildlife viewing. All these activities
can be sampled on your camping adventure to LBL. Camping sites are
spread out among the peninsula and, depending on the location, are available by reservation or on a first-come first-served basis.
Kathy Harper, spokesperson for Land Between the Lakes, said it is no
surprise LBL camping was voted the best outdoor activity among Murray
State students.
"LBL offers any style camping," Harper said. "From backcountry to
semi-developed lakeside sites to fully developed campgrounds and special use areas, our campgrounds put you close to easy access to all LBL
activities."
Kenlake State Resort Park is another gem nestled on the shores of
Kentucky Lake that offers students many options to enjoy the great outdoors. Things to do at Kenlake include boating, fishing, hiking, golf, tennis, swimming and enjoying music at the famed Kenlake Outdoor
Amphitheater.
Kenlake is the host of the annual Hot August Blues Festival. Entertainers
perform on the shores of Kentucky Lake and the park's amphitheater,
while vendors sell food, refreshments and other merchandise.
Student outdoor enthusiasts need to find balance between academics
and recreation. This balance is a tremendous help to keep the stress of
college life at bay. When things get too hectic and your head can't possibly fit another equation, chapter or theory it is time to go outside at either
Kenlal<e State Resort Park or under the stars at one of the many LBL campgrounds.
- Steve Miller
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BEST PLACE TO LIVE OFF
CAMPUS Campus Suites and The Chase
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With high on-campus living ex-penses, many Murray State students rilake the move
to off-campus housing.
While some commute from home and other apartment complexes, Campus Suites
and The Chase at Murray are most popular among Racers.
Amy Hughes, sophomore from Paducah, Ky., moved to The Chase in August 2009
and said she has been pleased with her decision.
·
"Living in The Chase allows me to have my own room and bathroom as well as a
kitchen and living room," Hughes said. "Being on in-state tuition, it is also cheaper for
me to live off campus than on campus."
With similar amenities including free tanning, fitness centers and swimming pool,
both apartments cater to the typical desires of University students.
Hughes, who worried moving out of the dorms would cut down on social activity,
said The Chase holds many events.
"The Chase has a lot of activities such as cookouts that allow the residents to get to
know each other," she said. "It is a great transition out of the dorms into an independent apartment."
Campus Suites, a gated complex, offers two types of units: three-bedroom, threebath and four-bedroom, four-bath.
Units at The Chase are two-bedroom, two-bath or four-bedroom, four-bath.
All units come full~ furnished with a private balcony or patio, frt;e washer and drier
and full-sized refrigerator.
Two-person units at The Chase, located on Lowes Drive, run at $418 a month. Two
different prices are available for the four-person apartments, with the standard rate at
$298 a month and the upgraded units at $328 a month.
Monthly rates at Campus Suites, on North 16th Street, start at $349 a month. B o t h
apartments offer 12-month leasing.
For more information on The Chase, visit myownapartment.com or call the main
office at 270-759-3003.
To learn more about Campus Suites, visit campussuites.com or contact the office at
270-767-1818.
- Elizabeth Johnson

BEST HAIRCUT

Reflections

Racer fans have voted Reflections the No. 1 place to trim their manes.
Owner Kelly Tynes said she believes their recognition comes from their commitment to customer satisfaction.
"Our customers are important to us, so we do everything we can to make them
happy," she said.
Tynes said their goal is to please their patrons, so they try not to be pushy about
hairstyles, unlike some other salons.
"We will give a customer what they want, not what we want," she said. "A lot of my
customers have this complaint about other places. Stylists can sometimes coerce customers into getting a haircut they did not want. We give the customer what they ask
for."
·
Tynes also said they appreciate the business they receive from Murray State students because it gives them a much-needed boost.
Men can expect to pay about $13 for a regular haircut and women usually pay $17.
Other services like dyeing and perms are not calculated into this cost.
"We try to be reasonable with our prices," Tynes said. "College students tend to
have trouble with money, so we have to be cheaper for them."
Tynes also said the staff is personable and offers flexible scheduling.
Becky Braboy, senior from Paducah, Ky., said she gets her haircut at Reflections after
unfavorable experiences at other places. She said she is not picky about top salon
brands or receiving expensive hair treatments. Her criteria for choosing a salon is
simple: They must give her a presentable haircut.
"That is all I look for in a salon," she said. "If I get it cut and it looks good after I get
it, I will keep coming back."
Reflections is located in the Olympic Plaza at 506 N. 12th St.
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BEST GIFT BOUTIQUE
Vintage Rose Emporium
After a change of owners in 2003,
Vintage Rose has flourished, attracting
students with the luster of the perfect gift
or Vera Bradley accessory.
"Vintage Rose is a high-end retail store
that carries Vera Bradley," Manager
Michelle Bundren said. "We do bridal
registry, we carry Pandora jewelry and we
do wedding invitations an~ lots of papers
for different occasions. We try to carry
lines and products that are unique to this
area and that you don't see everywhere
else.''
Though Vera Bradley is what Vintage
Rose is best known for, there's more to
the store than patterned bags and wallets.
"I encourage people to not just make a
bee line for the Vera Bradley," owner
Sarah Jones said. "You're missing out on
an opportunity to see products that aren't
offered anywhere else.''
The selection at Vintage Rose ranges
from children's items to wedding gifts,
and includes a host of brands not carried
any other place in Kentucky.

BEST Gin REGISTRY

I

Elements Home and Gifts

Spring brings beautiful flowers,
"A lot of the college students love our sunny weather and wedding plans
Vera Bradley, but we also see a lot of col- for many newly engaged couples,
lege students come in for gifts," Bundren which means a bridal registry
said. ''The paper products sell well. A lot must be made before the knot can
of girls come in for their wedding invita- be tied.
tions. It's a good place that they know
Elements Home and Gifts in
they can get a gift for anyone on their list, Murray was voted the #1 Bridal
be that their mom or one of their friends." Registry. Registering for bridal
Guys aren't left entirely out of the mix gifts is made easy with Elements;
either, because Vintage Rose is more than there is no hassle or obligation
happy to cater to the blundering and brides can take their time
boyfriend in search of a memorable gift. browse through the store.
"We see a lot of guys on Mother's Day,
"Brides are welcome to come in
Valentine's Day and Christmas," Bundren and look around Elements at their
said. 'We help them out in any way we leisure," Lauralee Latimer, cocan. When they come in they may not owner and manager, said. #"Once
know what pattern or what purse, but we they have an idea of merchandise
try to help them find the right item. We they are interested in, one of our
provide excellent customer service to sales associates will then go
help guys buy the right thing for their 1 around the store with them and
girls.''
write down those items."
Vintage Rose is located nt 303 N. Uth St. ' Already a big hit throughout
Calloway County, Elements
For more information, call 759-2100.
serves a great number of new
-Kyra Ledbetter couples every month with nearly

Open Monday- Saturday
11 a.m. - Midnight

20 brides registered now.
"Bridal registry, for the most
part, is very seasonal," she said.
"April, May and June are normally
our busiest months.''
If you are looking to register for
bridal gifts, or if you would just
like to look around for yourself,
Elements offers a broad variety of
unique and affordable home decorations and gifts.
Whatever the needs of the
engaged couple, Elements can
help jumpstart the process.
"We have all the elements to get
married life off to a sweet start,"
Latimer said. "We roll out the
Wed Carpet for all our brides-tobe and help them create the perfect registry that reflects their
style."
Elements is located at 1205
Chestnut St. For more informaiton, call 753-1851.
~Meredith

Freeland

The area's best bands
live every Thursday!

Home of the Special Bean Roll
Unique Mexican Food • Cajun Specials • Salads • Deli Sandwiches • Barbeque • Soups

Try our daily drink special! Happy hour every day! 3 - 6 p.m.
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Best bookstore
University Book and Bean

April 9, 2010

Any student looking to sell back an
old textbook, rent one for the following semester or purchase some reading material for leisure, should look
no further than University Book and
Bean, voted the Best Bookstore in
Murray.
The
bookstore
opened
in
November 2008, offering a selection
of trade books, magazines, newspapers and coffee.
Book and Bean started selling textbooks in January 2009.
This semester is the first Book and
Bean has offered textbook rentals.
Manager Lee Miller, a Murray State
graduate, said rentals have done well
and will continue this fall.
Miller said he believes a substantial
part of Book and Bean's success is
due to its friendly and helpful staff.
"Mainly, here it'.s about customer
service," he said. "We try to make
sure that everybody leaves here
happy."
•
In addition to selling textbooks,
Book and Bean houses a large selection of trade books, such as cookbooks, study guides, graphic novels,
biographies as well as books on
music, politics, business, science and
many more.
Can't fmd the book you're looking
for? A staff member may be able to

order it for you.
Susan Carlisle, a Book and Bean
barista, said the store's selection is
comparable to much larger bookstores.
"I like the fact that Murray has a
bookstore with a wide range of
choices," she said.
Any student with a laptop will find
Rook and Bean to be an excellent
study area, as the store provides free
Wi-Fi internet access.
·
Sarah Graz, junior from Murray, is
one of many students to make use of
this feature.
"I just like (Book and Bean)
because it's really laid back," she
said.
While Book and Bean is located
further from campus than other book
stores and coffee shops, Miller is
confident in the venue.
"We really do like our location," he
said. "It's in a good enough place."
Recently, Book and Bean has
expanded to sell Murray State appar~
cl, backpacks and greeting cards.
University Book and Bean is open
Monday through Friday 7 am to 8 pm
and 8 am to 8 pm on Sunday and is
located in the University Plaza at
1203 A Chestnut St.

-Nick Reside
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BEST PIZZA

BEST BURGER

Matt B's Main Street Pizza

Quarter's Campus Grill

The students have spoken. Matt B's
Main Street Pizza makes the best pizza.
Within walking distance of any
building on campus, the cozy restaurant provides multiple variations of the
famous Italian dish with reasonable
prices in a relaxed environment.
People have started to take notice.
Annie Carman,
junior
from
Hardinsburg, Ky., said the atmosphere
is part of what makes it so unique for
students.
"It's just a hole in the wall, unique
type of place," Carman said. "It's not a
chain so it's just a cool environment to
be in. When you're at college you get
to experience those type of things that
you don't necessarily get (a chance to
other places). l also enjoy it because
with the price and the size of the pizza
as well as the enjoyment of it. you get
a lot for your money."
Kaitlin Chiaventone, junior from
Herrin, Ill. agreed with Carman and
said she would recommend the pizzeria any day.
"I like Matt B's because it's cheap,
the food is really ~ood and the/eople
are very nice," Ch1aventone sai
The owner, Matt B., noted it really is
an honor to be recognized by the stu-

dents.

·~ytime we win an award we're
really excited about that because there
is a certain amount of people out there
that really like what you do and that's
rewarding," he said. "It makes us feel
good that people like us. It also helps
economically because a lot of people
read the results and say 'Hey I never
tried Matt B's before.' Not a whole lot
but a noticeable amount.''
He added that what sets hls pizzeria
apart is its attention to detail as well as
an emphasis on quality rather than
quantity.
"For the past 29 years, I've watched
the industry go from wanting to make
the best pizza around to how can we
make it cheaper, faster and make more
money," he said. "I think that's the
wrong way to approach (it). I think
you still need to say 'Hey. I want to
make the best pizza whether its making my dough fresh every sin~e day
like we do here and not having 1t come
in on a truck, or using the best cheese
we can buy.' Instead of asking how can
I make the most money it should how
can I make the best pizza.''

-Greg Waddell

BEST MEXICAN FOOD
Los Portales Restaurant
· Los Portales has once again won 'Best Mexican Restaurant' for Superfecta,
thanks to its authentic Mexican cuisine, commendable service and relaxed atmos·
phere.
Los Portales has been in business for 14 years. Ramon Lopez, manager, has
worked at the restaurant since its opening.
Lopez said he recommends the pechuga frita, an entree described as a grilled
chicken breast with sauteed onions, and topped with cheese sauce.
Another favorite is the pollo loco, marinated chicken tenders cooked with
onions, mushrooms, cilantro, and Los Portales' special red sauce.
"Ther, have, by far, the best cheesy rice in town," Kristin Reffett. senior from
Evansv1lle, In., said.
The calm, quiet atmosphere of Los Portales makes it an ideal place to dine.
Lopez said he believes consistency is one of Los Portales' strong points, as the
menu has remained the same since it started in February 1996.
Unlike many other restaurants, especially chains, all of the food is cooked fresh
daily.
. Carry-out is also available, a service that Los Portales has offered since its openmg.
T he restaurant also caters to vegetarians with a variety of meatless dishes.
including cheesy burritos and quesadillas. ·
For customers 21 and older, Los Portales offers a large selection of alcoholic bev·
erages, includin~ imported and domestic beer and margaritas.
Carl Creason, JUnior from Clinton, Ky.. said she enjoys the service as well as the
food and laid back atmosphere.
"The service. is great," he said. "The people there are really helpful. It doesn't
take long to get your food."
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Serving a hamburger
with fresh vegetables,
daily fresh hand-pattied
meat cooked on the grill
and service with a smile,
Quarter's Campus Grill
won the vote for best
burger.
Celebrating their fifth
year on April 3,
Quarter's has grown
into a successful business. With four people
working at a time. two
in the kitchen and two
serving, the quadruple
team makes everyone's
visit a pleasure.
"(The cooks), Nell
and Mo are like a grill
dream-team that can
whip up the orders fast,"
Leslie
Wormsbacher,
coowner, said. "We hardly
ever get an order wrong,
too."
If you want a burger,
choose from a 1/3 lb
hamburger, double hamburger, 1/3 lb cheeseburger, double cheeseburger, bacon cheeseFile photo
burger, veggie burger, or
a veggie cheeseburger, each priced somewhere between $3.80 to $5.25. All
burgers and sandwiches are served with chips and a speared pickle.
"l'ye had their bre.~ast and _their burgers. They are well priced for the
qualtty of the food, Robyn Pmg, sophomore from Seattle, Wash., said.
"The burgers are fresh, and all their food is made to order. I think it's outstanding quality,"
Not oruy is the food fresh, but so is the hospitality. Quarter's is the type
of restaurant where you can relax and feel welcome.
"I see people everyday and they come in here once or twice, and 1
remember their names," Wormsbacher said. "The atmosphere is great. Our
motto is •a great place to meet, a better place to eat' and I've seen people,
from the five years that I have been here. come in as strangers and they
become friends."
Not only are university students regulars to Quarter's but so is the fire
department and the community. People from surrounding counties come
to Murray for Quarter's.
. Along with the regular menu, you can ask for the daily specials and dine
m or carry out.
"I've never had their burgers, but the service and hospitality is great,"
Shannon Caperton, freshman from Bumpus Mills, Tenn., said. "I would like
to try their burgers now, though."
If you have never tried a Quarter's burger, other students can assure you
that it's love at first bite.
"Quarters had the best burf5er I have had in Murray," Joe Penn, sopho·
more from Collinsville, Dl., satd.
Leslie and Mo Wormsbacher are very proud of the business they have
developed. Though they moved from Michigan to Kentucky, the city has
welcomed them and accepted them as one of Murray's own.
"It's amazing. Every December and May I cry because of the people who
leave. We are very blessed for the students and people of Murray,"
Wormsbacher said. "You don't get that in Michigan."
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BEST LOCAL BAND

BES 1: JUKEBOX, UVE MUSIC,
KARAOKE/OPEN MIC

All Shook Down

Last spring three musicians SP.ent a
few hours jamming together. That is
when everything clicked.
Wes Cunningham, drummer and
senior from Louisville, Ky., Trevin
Holder, guitarist and senior from
Hopkinsville, Ky., and Andy Gemmill,
bassist and nonstudent from
Nashville, Tenn., are collectively
known as All Shook Down.
Cunningham said the music is best
described as punk rock. though "punk
rock is a very broad (term)."
"I'd say we have a little bit of everything," he said. "We have loud and ·
fast in-your-face songs then other
(songs) are kind of melodic and easy
to sing to."
He said the band performs original
tracks as well as covers the audience
will recognize and enjoy, such as Tom
Petty's "American Girl."
"One thing that makes our band so
different is that all three of us have
completely different influences,"
Cunningham said. "(The genres)
mesh which makes us a lot more
unique than a lot of other bands."
Locally the band performs at places
such as El Mariachi Loco, but

The Keg

Mia Walters/The News

Cunningham said the band has also
played shows in Louisville, Ky.,
Nashville, Tenn., and Indiana.
To hear the band's music, which
Cunningham said provides "an audio
orgasm (eargasm)," check out
myspace.com/tmdspr.

- Charlotte Kyle

Whether you prefer the louder
atmosphere of a live rock show, the
quiet familiar tunes drifting from
the jukebox or the sometimes earpiercinf squeals of an amateur coed, The Keg offers Murray's best in
music.
Winner of Best Jukebox, Best
Place for Live Music and Best Open
Mic/Karaoke venue, The Keg. located at 1051 N. 16th St., offers something for everyone - from the hardcore music fan to the casual listener
almost every night of the week.
Thesday nights at The Keg feature
performances by Johnny Mac and
Kyle Robertson. Wednesday is
karaoke night. Friday night features
the music of piano man Terry
Humphrey.
Saturdays, meanwhile, rotate
between various regional bands,
including Johnny Mac and the Heart
Attacks, Bending Karma, Lincoln
Hawke, Tony Louge and Lock &
Load.

pizza • eaJad • pasta • flatbread • desserts • ice cream
10:45 a.m.9:00 p.m.
Everydlwt

Snapp~

Lunch $5.69
Dinner $6.39

Tomato
Pizza

270.761-7627
•

Music events run from 9 p.m. midnight, Cassa Wiggins, waitress at
The Keg, said.
Wiggins said she feels like The
Keg is more laid back than other
places in town.
"If you go to other places it seems
like everyone's huddled in one little
area." she said. "There isn't enough
room for the dancing."
Wiggins said karaoke night at The
Keg is an event you can depend on.
"(There are) a good SO people who
are going to be here every
Wednesday night," she said.
There is no cover charge Thesdays
and Wednesdays unless a specific
band is playing, she said, and
Saturday night shows feature a $S
cover which goes to the bands.
For more information, contact
The Keg at (270) 762-0040.

- Charlotte Kyle
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BEST: PLACE TO CELEBRATE YOUR 21ST, BARTENDERS
The Big Apple Cafe

This year The Big Apple Cafe took first place in two categories: "Best Place
to Celebrate Your 21st Birthday" and "Best Bartenders."
Boone Chambers, co-owner of the restaurant, said he was honored to receive
both titles.
"It makes me happy to see (The Big Apple Cafe) recognized by the students,"
Chambers said.
Employees and patrons of the restaurant celebrated its 27th anniversary on
Aprill. Chambers said so many years of services to the community has helped
established the restaurant and gain popularity.
''The parents of the kids today hung out here, so now the kids do," he said.
The restaurant hosts different bands at 9 p.m. Thursdays. Some are local, but
others venture to Murray from larger cities such as Nashville and Lexington.
Chambers said, wh.ich helps to cater to the University community. The cover
charge is $5.
When most of the University students !eave the town for the summer, bands
will probably play on Saturday nights to cater to the Murray community,
Chambers said.
He said they have other offers, too, including 50 percent off appetizers every
Monday. Tuesday and Wednesday. And when the weather is nice, employees
open the outdoor patio and engage customers in games of cornhole.
Although The Big Apple Cafe is famous for its bean rolls, Chambers said the
wings, prime rib sandwich and burgers were also popular menu items. For
dessert, he said ice cream pies, complete with candy, such as Snickers and
M&Ms, were a hit.
Hefore co-owning the restaurant, Chambers bartcnded at it for six years.
Because of this background, he said he was especially proud to win "Best
Bartenders."
Jesse Arant, bar manager of The Big Apple Cafe. said he attributed many
qualities to winning that title.

,

A~~~

"All our bartenders are competent and know how to make drinks well," Arant
said.
He said the bartenders also run a good speed bar, which is important on the
crowded band nights.
For those wanting to celebrate their 21st birthday at the restaurant, Arant
said he recommended the fruity-tasting Crossland Punch and Pineapple
Upside Down and The Applesauce, which holds true to its name.
The Big Apple Cafe is located at 1005 Arcadia Circle in Murray.
-Laura Cash

BEST FOOD FOR A HANGOVER BEST DELIVERY
Mary's Kitchen

No other restaurant in Murray
We bought it, came in and gutted it.
We worked for two weeks solid.
caters to students after a long night of
partying like Mary's Kitchen, thus
There were a lot of volunteers that
making it the best place in Murray to
helped us, it wasn't just my partner
cure a hangover.
and myself, and we all believed in this
"The students come in here, and
place."
"We started out the week before
nobody judges them," owner Mary
Black said. "I have servers that take
school was out, which was terrible.
We tried to open up earlier and it didcare of the students, as long as they
n't happen, so we basically missed the
will let them. We aren't going to let
University the first two months.
people stumble out and get in their
Then once the students came back
car, our servers are either going to
we had a pancake supper here to welcall you a cab, or take you home. (At
come them all back and we had a live
Mary's Kitchen) you aren't judged,
band and free pancakes, and it started
you can have a good time and the
there really with the students. They
louder the better."
Open 24 hours through the weekstarted coming back."
end, while maintaining a full menu of
After the pancake supper, which
breakfast and lunch options, Mary's
Black attributes to the restaurant's
Kitchen is the spot to grub to cure
recent surge in business, she said the
rest was easy. It was just simply caterthose alcohoHnduced blues.
ing to the needs of her favorite group
Black, who worked for the Murray
of people.
State library for 27 years, said the
business at the restaurant started off · · "My favorite people are the students," Black said. "Sometimes the
slow, but once they were able to lure
students get a bad rap, people think
students in, the response was enormous.
that they are going to tear stuff up,
and they don't. My best customers
"When we first bought the building, it took 'forever to close on a realare the students."
estate deal," Black said. "And that was
- Ricky Martin
an eye-opening experience in itself.

Papa
John's
Papa John's Pizza's slogan says it all:

pricing for students. The proximity to
"Better ingredients, better pizza."
campus is a big plus because we can
And, according
get anything to
to the students
them
pretty
of Murray State,
quickly. I (also)
better delivery.
think they probaPapa John's is
bly just think it
the winner of
tastes better.''
Coy also said
this year's Best
Delivery.
that he ~bought
Part of the
that the absence
of a delivery
appeal is likely
their delivery
charge was a
draw.
times. Jf you
"I think a lot
crave a pizza any
of times people
time before 1
a.m.
Sunday
.
assume you have
Photo courtesy of pap<~Johns.com a delivery fee so
t h r 0 u g h
they may not tip," Coy said. "Most
Thursday or 2 a.m. Friday or Saturday
you can call up Papa John's and get
places do have a delivery charge and
your fix.
that goes to the drivers, but we don't
have any kind of delivery fee so the
Mitch Coy, general manager of the
local branch of Papa John's, said that
price you pay is the price of the pizza
and nothing else. We have no sort of
the residential colleges account for
around 70 per of their orders after 10
plans to implementing a delivery fee."
p.m.
Papa John's is located at 656 North
There's definitely more to the
12th Street. You can order by phone
appeal than convenience.
(270-753-6666) or online at papa"Other places are open later than
johns.com.
we are," Coy said. "But, I think it's
- Cody Arant
because we have a lot of competitive
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BEST CHINESE
August Moon
American food is OK most of the time, but every
now and then you need to get your Chinese fix.
Fortunately, August Moon can satisfy all your
Chinese food-loving needs.
Founded in 1990, August Moon Buffet and Grill
has been serving Murray the best Chinese food
since 2002.
The .restaurant offers endless lunch and dinner
buffets, catering and carry-out. The food is cooked
in no trans fat oil and nothing on the menu is priced
over $10.
On the buffet, customers can fmd an extensive
collection of entrees, ~oups. appetizers, desserts,
fruits, soft serve or hand-dipped 'ice creams, and
salads for lunch and dinner. according to owner and
operator Daniel Yong.
"Sushi and Mongolian grill are offered every
night as part of the dinner buffet," Yong said.
The lunch buffet, available every day, costs $5.99
Monday through Saturday and $7.99 on Sundays.
For dinner, the buffet costs $8.49 every day.
Some of August Moon's popular dishes are chow
mein, sweet and sour chicken, dragon flame chicken, Mongolian beef or pork, fragrant chicken and
black bean chicken.
"I think their food is awesome," Jennifer Scott,
sophomore from Murray, said. "My favorite is their
black bean chicken."

Courtney Cra in!The N ew s

The dinning rooms in August Moon can be
reserved for special events.
"Our versatile dining rooms have hosted a variety
of functions, (things like) wedding receptions,

retirement receptions, reunions. meetings for organizations. birthdays, and proms," Yong said.
To make reservations for the dinning rooms, call
in advance at 270-759-4653. They have rooms available to fit 20, 40 or 60 people.
Gift certificates are also available at any price
from $10 to $200. They may be used toward food
and beverage purchases for dine-in or carry-out.
With its variety of foods and services, August
Moon clinched the win as best Chinese in town.
"I am very grateful for all the support that our
patrons have rendered August Moon throughout all
these years since February of 1990," Yong said. "In
addition, I am very proud of all the employees that
have labored for me because their dedications and
contributions throughout August Moon's existence
makes the honor possible."
August Moon was also honored in the top 100
Chinese Restaurants in the U.S.A in 2007 and 2009
by Chinese Restaurant Magazine. They were also
awarded in the top 100 for ''best decor" by the same
publication in 2009.
August Moon is open 10:45 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Sunday through Thursday and 10:45 a.m. - 10:00
p.m. Friday and Saturday. You can ftnd the restaurant at the north end of campus, next to Lowes on
1550 Lowes Drive.
-Anna Taylor

STUDENT GOVERNMENT
ASSOCIATION
ow Do I Become Involved in the
our Branches of

Student Senate
Freshmen Council

Campus Activities Board
CABbies

Judicial Board
Residential College Association

msusga.com
ontact the SGA Office at 809-6951
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Find us at:
1700 Lowes Drive
Murray, KY 42071
270-759-3003
www .chaseatmurray.c01n
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